IN-SCAPE (N.)
The essential, distinctive, and
revolutionary quality of a thing:
“Here is the inscape, the epiphany, the
moment of truth.”
-Madison Smartt Bell
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Karlie Stewart
Reign (Part I)

Acrylic
First Place Art Award
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Karlie Stewart
Reign (Part II)
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POETRY
Jesse Graves
Blue
The truth in the red of the dogbush berry
and the glisten of the crow’s wing overhead,
how the moon seen over the house last night
in the east is the same moon over the mottled
and sunburst red oaks to the west this morning.
October wind factualizes through the nettles
of the robin redbreast’s abandoned nest,
stirring down a fine blue mist of eggs shells.
The blue eye of the Himalayan cat I feed
when she wanders through, the metallic blue
sheen of my neighbor’s Honda Civic, the vast blue
reaches over one end of Autumn sky to the other.
Infinite color, the ocean from one shoreline
to the next, haze around the peaks of mountains.
Same blue as the unhatched egg fallen from
the robin’s nest, bright as the orange mush
squeezed from the red-skinned dogwood berry,
all truthful as the scanning eye that names it.
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Woodland Cathedral
Something very old speaks outward
from October’s first cold nights,
voice original to burning wood,
ember-seethe, smoke-whisper,
stars behind veils of nightcloud
shimmer unseen, shimmer
unseen above watchful trees,
ghost-wolves outside the circle
of fire light, witness to the burning,
last vestige of rituals carried
across an ocean and over mountains,
meadow as throne room,
voice descendent of ancient offerings
proffered to soil, seedling, and blood.

Cool Concentration
		

Kandinsky

The eye goes to the yolk-yellow off-center
centerpiece, plated on cooler colors,
oyster shell blue gray starred red
around outer labial folds, the sweet
greening spot an open invitation
on the palette of reds, pinkish,
orange-bursting over a deep red triangle
like a planted flag on small gray cube.
Dig down through color, watch it
open into a series of layered sediment,
as deeper earth grows cooler and darker,
each surface peels away to richer dirt:
plant the eye and watch it grow.
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Cards
We traded baseball cards or comic books,
and sold them for cash, my brother and I.
Flea markets and comic shops,
thrift stores, wherever junk came to rest
we excavated paper treasures.
I watched how he measured the edges
for crispness, the smudge of fingerprints-it made me a shrewd observer,
a connoisseur of the thrown-away.
He could let things go easier than me,
always a collector, holding onto things.
Even now, see how easily he let go
the whole world, and how I cling
to images of what we didn’t even save.

Secret in the Woods
Once it was called the pilot snake,
appearing a week before
the more garish rattlesnake.
Spade head, diamond eyes,
penny-coins sequined over
dull back, the copperhead
makes its own way in the world.
Water calls to the nest, sings
their whispery song,
coaxes them from crevices
under rocks, under fallen limbs.
Legendary anger, lightning
flashing unseen from below,
quickest venom in the forest,
secret told through fangs,
pilot snake, fearsome guide.
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Mary E. Morris
Father and Child

Charcoal
Second Place Art Award
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Thomas Alan Holmes
Thomas Crofts and I Exclaim in Moonlight While We
Convince a Noted Banjoist that We Have No Definitive
Answers
In late and cold October while
I sat too close to fire that must
have had dead poison ivy stuck
on oak tree bark and spoke of life
with Thomas Crofts, medievalist,
and Roy, whose last name makes me think
of Indy racers from my youth,
my “salad days,” I almost said,
I mean, I almost said it then
while smoke blew in my face and made
me tear as if I’d lost my way,
and Roy stared at his hands. “In Boone,”
Roy said, “there is a bench, and there
they’ve put a statue up, and it’s
Doc Watson sitting there, with his
acoustic guitar on his lap.”
“Oh, yeah!” said Thomas, “I’ve been there.”
“I sat next to that statue, Roy,”
I said, “and I thought Doc seemed small.
Was it life size?” And Roy said, “Naw!
I’ve heard a thousand people hold
their breath to catch flatpicking sweet,
to hear his loving uncle voice
that crooned and moaned like mourning love
in a capella hymn. That frame
was just a resonator, boys,
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he wasn’t small as that.” So there,
then, Thomas breathed an “oh,” and I
did just the same, with tremolo,
in harmony, the moon full bright
upon the patio, the fire,
the labels peeled on bottles tossed
into the mottled monkey grass.

Nabokov in Customer Service
By chapter ten, amused that I
had not transcribed my notes
into this newer copy, I
revealed the schoolgirl cover, plaid
skirt uniform and saddle shoes,
while I looked up a foreign word;
my dictionary app pronounced
it flat enough where I could get
the English pun. At home I have
the herringbone tweed jacket one
assigns to clichéd me, but here
I slip my left thumb through the loop
where I could hang a hammer. No
one asks me anything; they’ve seen
me here with reams of essays, joked
I’ve synchronized my syllabi
with maintenance; “Professor” here,
anonymous enough for trade,
a grateful regular who trusts
their expertise while hedging mine.
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Twister
The bad-haircut boy
from the insurance office
stands turning toward a new
hamburger franchise and watching
the funnel touch down
where the hospital, hidden
across the town reservoir,
stands in some danger,
unable to move to some shelter
as he should but doesn’t,
its lure like the gray nub
I got with the art set
when I was a boy so my lines
could be softened and blurred,
not hard contrasting marks
like striations of black
on the smooth creamy paper
but traces of shading
so edges became indistinct
as those property lines would
become as those buildings
and fences would grind
into earth torn of woods
torn of crops torn of breaks.

My parents, alerted by newscasts,
walked out to their carport
and watched the gray roll
from the interstate, got
in their Lincoln, and followed
its track into town before streets
would be cleared by policemen
who feared their own families
may have been next to be uprooted,
spared or on route to view
how their own towns might be spared
from a violence mindless
as water kept beaded by air flow
against the loose edge
of a worn wiper blade.
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Kaitlin Goss
What’s On Your Mind? Reality vs. Perception
Digital Illustration
Third Place Art Award
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Gnarl
I see him reach with heart-shaped fist
across her shoulders, rest his arm
along the pew’s high back and set
his gaze upon a hymnal, old
and battered from long years of use.
His voice, as hoarse as chest-deep cough,
has trusting music in it, raised
in praise, distinguished from soft tones
of other congregants, in tune
if heavy in its emphasis.
In prayer, his good hand clasps his fist.
New-bodied souls are promised those
who live in faith and praise His name,
resilient, callused, hurt, and strong.

Michael Yeakey
Parked by the side of a Michigan road
There they are, gummy kid grins around baby teeth.
Like all kid smiles, they look unsure, pinched
around the eyes and mouth, as if they could
cry in a moment. Both wear unzipped hooded sweatshirts and pose,
self-conscious and nervous, the older one letting his arms hang
at his sides, the younger fiddling with something, his fingers moving absently.
I’m the photographer, intent not on my brothers
but the trees beyond them, showing off their skeletal riot of colors.
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It’s Sunday, our weekly visit with our father.
Dad is behind me, out of the picture, in the Monte Carlo,
finishing off a beer or starting another one, chain-drinking.
Jerry Reed sings an odd version of “Good Night, Irene” on the eight-track,
the player clicking between tracks. We are in Michigan,
exactly where I don’t know, but I know we’re in Michigan
because they sell beer there on Sunday.
I’m the oldest, the artist or the poet, maybe, who knows.
I’m in junior high. There’s a lot I don’t know.
I do know that the trees are pretty and I wanted to take their picture.
No way I could get home if I wanted to, but that thought doesn’t surface.
My brothers wanted to be in the photo, likely less sure
even than I where we are and where home is.

Sara Beth Lowe
It was September
It was September
The gentle month
And your lips
Were made of moths
We fucked like fast ships
crouching beside your little sister’s
Blue’s Clues bunk bed
Wiping cold cotton balls over our eyelids
around our toenails
under the creeks of your thin ribs.
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We ate caramelized onions
and red bell peppers outside
smacking our calves with flatted Coke cans
talking about how we’d like to live in a salt mine
and conserve energy by adopting dark children.
You’d come back to my car
hold my fingernails up to yours
clean them out with your own teeth
and say,
“You are going to find honest love
and it is going to save you.”

Patrick Johnson
Entry #1
We like to keep our secrets in the dark
twisting and writhing like starving snakes
pressing in the back of our wet throats
manic for white air and cold eyes
We keep them until our stomach’s all gone
Making everything gray and gray and gray
and then our muscles are sick with them
our skin trembles with hissing and fear
But we still keep them inside
And the light dies within us
The light one hears about in old stories
The one that’s supposed to burn forever
We’re not heroes, no, not anymore
Just a skin full of snakes and poison
With bones so dry that we’re brittle things
Perched on the edge of self-destruction
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Ben Whisman
Bears That Dance and Bears That Don’t
Intaglio Print
Honorable Mention Art Award
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Entry #2
I’ve got a map of the world on your skin
The infinite universe drummed through your veins
While there ignites a spark of a thousand suns
		
In your half closed eyes
I can feel creation through your breath
I can take the rhythm of your breath and thoughts
As they write out the history of your everything
All within the language of thunder and lighting and rain

Entry # 3
If I could reach out in a string of formulas
And constructed algorithms and
Touch the face of the primordial stars,
I would feed the star fare the names and
Whisper them in zeroes and ones
So that the entire universe would shiver
Remembering the beginning
When all things came to be in
One single moment
Of nothing nothing nothing.
I would place inside the heart of the oldest sun
Memories that would make even the gods jealous
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Entry #4
With weapons and heat we break open peace
And bleed her dry from the belly.
We’re ragged and staving and drinking iron
Red until our lips glisten with oil and we
Roll our swollen, bulging eyes back into skulls
Only then do we sleep.
Sleep below burning sky wrapped
In the skins of the slain
When we wake we will consume those skins as well
We will devour and fuck and burn all in our path
We are legions, we are unstoppable, we are gods
That crush with the power of red emotion
Machines are our prophets
Made to last well beyond our reign
After the world has swallowed us as dust
Wiped the face of history clean
They, the machines, will be a testament
To our destruction, our craze, our fanaticism
Of the hungry old gods that broke the land
And drank the oceans
The old gods that stepped off the face of the earth
To break open the sky; in order to kill their father
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Mary DeViney
Picking Gooseberries
The holes were dug too close
to the fence. I knew and tried to tell him;
he never accounts for growth,
or the spread of the soul
when roots are strong enough to sustain
the blooming, tender nature of the heart.
He prefers tight perimeters.
He is most efficient, and pushes all
to the edges of life, leaving room enough for
solitary marches with nothing to trip or befall him.
He never cleared the grass away to leave
a margin of hope for fruit
dependent on the sun. Staunch, coarse blades
take over, amassing their will against me.
But I am not undone. I reach in,
sleeveless, with bare hands,
and feel the tenacious purple orbs,
hanging like ornaments, strung along
arching branches, weighted rainbows.
With resolve, I grasp my sustenance;
We cannot always live by sight.
I harvest through the thorns.
Wheelbarrow in hand, he stops.
“Your arms are scratched.”
“Yes,” I say, “it happens.”
Without blinking, he strides away,
oblivious to deeper wounds.
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Maria Lind Blevins
Perch

Stoneware Ceramics
Honorable Mention Art Award
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Rethinking
I was once in love with Hamlet,
With his introspective heart
Hanging from a needle,
Pulling an thread
Indecisively through Elsinore.
But now I see him as he is,
Lurking in corners,
Shoving human flesh
Into kettles,
Lighting fires,
Hot with indifference
To life.
I shall return to Beowulf,
Always sure
Of his predestined fate,
Stalwart, unwavering,
Ready to die with honor
If it should come to that.
His strength marches

Out in the open,
Gouging the ice
While his heart
Rages in flames.
He is a man
Who knows how to fling
Down a glove
When the world is wrong
And goodness is
Grown too small.
What heart of this is mine?
Almost fooled,
Willing to trade
Courage for thoughts
That trickle
Out of fragile cups
And drain
To an ambiguous,
Empty sea.
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Nicholas T. James
Postmodern, Postmortem
What was it?
“We murder to dissect”
Is that what you said?
Well, isn’t that ironic.
Or is it?
Up on the cutting board
Mr. Wordsmith Wordsworth.
We’ve saved you a throne.
Deconstruct the Deconstructionists
Murder, dissect, deconstruct
– Resurrection
Isn’t it beautiful
Without the scalpel scars?
– Gut ‘em again!
– Keep him on the table.
Tell me Will,
What does it mean,
“We murder to dissect?”
Our hands, guts deep,
Bloodied with words and metaphor.
It’s not a play Little Billy Shakespeare
Go ahead – exit stage right.
No, modern, it’s a film.
It’s a pixel in a single frame.
How much ends up on the cutting room floor?
– Here take a liver, a tracking shot, a simile.
– Frankenstein;
The Post-Modern Prometheus
Unbound.
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The Origin of Species
I can feel the Earth beneath me turning.
The ground cracks under my feet,
Dead leaves and living concrete.
While we all lay sleeping
The animals are around our beds.
Some are rustling in the brush,
Some playing beer pong
And pounding on the walls.
We cast suns upon the Earth
Every few feet on the sidewalk
Hangs a man-made star
Flickering in the dark
Whose light dares not face the sky.
I see the ecosystems of the Earth
Where parking lots and coffee shops
Grow wild, as naturally as any tree or bush.
It’s just a clearing in the forest.
There are skyscrapers, no different
Than a beaver’s wooden dam.
We are birds chirping semi-colons.
Nests of pebbles and sticks, bricks and logs.
I see head lights – the nocturnal beast
Unwittingly preying on roadkill.
Animal carcasses and
Tire fragments litter the highways,
Both broken by steel horses.
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Just a new natural predator
High on its food chain throne.
Oil to oil,
Dust to dust.
This is nature.
There is a bird
Caught in the cages of a shopping cart,
Just as natural as a squirrel in a tree.
This is nature.
Omni-nature.
This is all we are.
Darwin’s dearest, at our finest.

A Reflection on Finding Two Snowflakes the Same
The monkeys are turning in
Their first drafts of Hamlet.
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Maria Risner
Anxiety 2

Mixed Media Drawing
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Joshua J. Walker
And He Rode a Black Steed.
I never saw my grandmother naked,
In all of my life, until my ma took me there—
To witness her fallen body sprawled on
Her husband’s bed, her ancient body riddled
With disease, every organ system
Polluted—
Her fat, flabby tits under the emergency
Worker’s hands—
I did not cry. I did not say a word.
I wanted a cigarette, badly.

Journey McAndrews
B&B
Basement shelter: Bourbon on the rocks
Waiting out the storm
Kaleidoscopic interior & exterior debris

Temporary Living Arrangement
Groceries bought: Dinners planned
Quasi-domestic cohabitation
A week-long experiment
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Ten Ways to Make-Believe Ever After
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ignore his dirty socks on the floor
Sweep the crumbs under the rug as soon as they fall
Avert your eyes from his beer-gut
Wear the damn slippers even though they pinch your toes
Smile for the camera year after year after year after . . .
Set the table even for the leftovers
Walk the dog feed the baby weed the garden
Bite your lip swallow your fear choke your voice shut off the waterworks
Pretend the mule he rode in on is really a white stallion
When banality arrives on the doorstep in a flaming bag—don’t put it out
with your foot

Craig Welsch
Stendhal Syndrome
The writer loves
the rhythm,
the rhyme
of what he’s heard-laying tongue
against the language-taste- testing every word.
The painter strokes
the body
with the touch of
keen eyesight—

in love with the
illusion of
shadow,
color,
light.
For your
appreciation,
I’m not denied the gift—
The art of adoration
comes shuddering and swift!
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Nina Moussawel
Another Redemption Song
This is all we have, this bottomless pit.
The search defines us all.
We are what we have been made, the land that we have tilled,
Fertile,
THICK
With the sensual beat of our lives, lives we waste sitting,
Accepting the blame for someone else’s crucial mistakes, mistakes that have
become our own because we allowed them.
But the hand of the Almighty is strong and
Redemption is possible, not plausible, not
					 not
					
not going to happen
Until we redirect the flow of energy, seek another means of defining the
experience of life, what it means to be equal, and fair, and free…
Sing another redemption song.
We, too, in this generation, must struggle forward.
The triumph will be found in the domination of ourselves, and in subduing the
loving monsters our souls have bred.
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Kristin Howell
Cover-Up

Black and White Photograph
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Veronica Gollihue
Morning Bell
The dew has glazed the grass,
The spiders’ webs are freshly spun,
As the fog dissipates to the morning sun.
My sweet, my sweet, my morning bell.
The wind whistles its song to you,
The wispy clouds hide your pain,
As your sorrows get washed away by the evening rain.
My sweet, my sweet, my morning bell.
Chimes ring off in the distance—
To the beat of the falling snow,
It’s cold, beware, the somber winter show.
My bell…my morning bell.
Your body is withered,
Your color is all gone,
And you gleam black & white in the waves of dawn.
My bell…my mourning bell.
Do not fall to the strength of this ice cold stare,
Break out of this prison the world has put you in,
Please; please live again.
My bell…
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Rooted In Place
Inside a field of flowers is where I shine,
Brushing off my pure petals that remain benign,
Watching others sprout around my roots,
Joining in the photosynthetic salute,
Making our petals brighter than the northern lights,
Days pass and wonderers come to see our sights,
Brothers and sisters leave us one by one,
But it’s no matter— we’ll continue to look to the sun,
Proclamations of love and hatred trail around our veil,
As my friends lose their color and grow pale,
Rain-soaked and hailed I refuse to bow to the earth,
I’ve waited for my dream since the day of my birth,
Through strong winds and bitter frost,
With silent springs that wither my memory at long last,
I’ll continue to look towards the sun,
Even if I know my petals won’t be the ones,
To earn the smiles of those who pass me by,
I’ll wait on this hill for the moment I can please someone’s eye,
Tattered and worn and ready to sever,
I’ll refuse to leave my spot forever,
Waiting for you to smile for me.
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Mary Ellen Miller
For My Granddaughter: How I Discovered the Meaning of Life
Or
Extra Catsup
Oh, my gracious, No, nothing like that,
my little humanities major.
My ankles swelled up like elephant’s feet,
and I thought I was dying.
They said I probably ate too much salt
and sat too long in my office chair,
but that my heart was strong,
strong as an elephant’s.
They said that.
On my way home, I stopped one last time,
I told myself, at a Salt Palace,
for a cheeseburger and fries and extra catsup,
which they usually forget,
but drove home without checking
so eager to ride on streets
lit by little moon globes
dancing light on the salt-white snow
and then opened my crisp brown sack
and found tube after tube of radiant red catsup.
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Marc Paltrineri
Apparently This Was the Blankest Page on Earth
long before I remembered to ask you
what I sat down to ask you
Are these candles simply decorative?
Could they fill a room with usable light?
These things are important in times of winter
when the days get thin and so do I
I’m thinking ahead and like the internet
can go everywhere never leaving the apartment
Winters pass, I go on vacation
The air stands still and since
nobody’s looking I take off my clothes
but I am cold amongst these relics
in the way trees feel ancient when you
tell them they’re dying
You ask me who the you is
but the season is closed, a gray tarp stretches over
The rain is not as clean as you’d
like to think it is
it’s only lighter, more transparent
It fits in a snow globe that sits on this desk
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Gray on Gray
Do we Do we really
really need
another picture
The sky is
like a fashion model
It wants to be seen when
seeing it yesterday
I did not want
to be seen I did
not want to be looked at
not like that
Who are you anyways
I don’t know
I just don’t know if even
my interests are interesting
This language
is gray
Gray on gray on gray
So we turn off the lights then
change the bulbs
still hot with a
clean sock
Okay turn them on now
Turn them on
This is us
the camera focused
There we go
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Cecily Brooke Howell
Pawpaw
Monotype Print
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Marc Paltrineri
A New Light
We need a light
a new light
so this world can be
the new world
seen by no sun
that we know
so you say
make a new one
and I do
this new one
is not round
it is not perfect
built out of scrap wood
and glowsticks
you come to hate the world
by the light of this sun
I hate the world too
and every living new thing
calls me its father
I can’t read
because my books are not
black light friendly
let’s just break this
ugly new world
help me break this
hideous thing
I am sorry
I created something so
awful so carelessly
next time
I will follow the
Instructions
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Marc Paltrineri
Really Something
I have no interest in eyes
I am sick of them

was really something
really something

I’d rather swim
in the sounds of

but still no rain
the air so

how the world is
changing

thick and tired up there
the days these days

a whole lifetime ago
your shower singing

are green and endless
the days these days are green

Lindsey Roe
Defying Nature
The flower sits there,
Waiting on the table,
Wanting to be cared for.
It only wishes to be watered,
It needs to be in the sun,
But no one cares about it.
It wants to live,
Just one more day of sitting,

It doesn’t want to die.
Even without water,
With no sun, no care,
It grows and defies nature.
The flower sits there,
And as it still lives,
It continues to defy nature.
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Avram McCarty
Billiards on Blue Street
There’s pictures in the pool hall that remind me of you
On Monday hangs a grey Picasso, Friday an impressionist blue
Through cracks in the walls you can see from outside in
Distilled mountains that love to rove the lightest wind
And above the entrance hangs a bright neon sign
Pervading the essence of light, moths hover in a line
To be blinded by the beating crimson of open words
And be snuffed out by the unpredictable inviting surge
Phantoms gather around the cluttered tables to forget much more
And moisten up the billiards cue with the chalk of a gristly yore
There’s always a man in a threadbare coat who drinks the strongest drink
To remind himself that yesterday was better than what he could think
And above the jukebox dangles the contemporary Cassatt print
The boating party of wedded conformers with the corner faded and bent
As I see the stubbed wood of a lonely barstool give
I wonder how much men below the ground want to live
And how much those above want to painlessly die
Perish in their last drunken moment of these nights
I never met a man who thought he could rule the world
On the top of broken glass with his petty dreams curled
That was until I stopped by to play billiards on Blue Street
Every Monday and Friday I take my reclusive window seat
Wait for the sober to become dragged into the alcoholic still of the twilight
Wait for the alcoholics to become gagged and stagger off from eyesight
I take my position as the last man alive at the bar, in the distance is the robotic
blender
Serving the last vat of the house special to the broken hearted and
ostentatiously tender
Against me is a man who is all but familiar
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A lover of low caste wines and games of billiards
I let him go first because I know he is the first to break
Shuffling the balls into the pool racks and timing his make
He raises his cue stick and both of our eyes in this moment meet
He asks me, with a drunken slur, why I come to play on Blue street
If you have no problems, then why do you always play?
Your eyes have no heartache, have you lost your way
This is a hall for the broken and you look scratch free
Why, tell me why you must play billiards with me
It was my turn and I was made of flattened stripes
He was made of solid color and I was shooting white
I made my turn and turns many more
I chalked up my stick with the gristly yore
I told the man before I was to hit the eight
I come here not to wash away but to wait
For the hopes that my abstemious princess will return
Barhopping through Columbia with the alcoholic burn
But if I do see her again I want to be sober and on my feet
Playing a game of brilliant billiards on this lonely Blue Street

The Last Pilgrimage
Worn out rucksacks
A cold interminable stare
From the brooding face of pilgrims
With leaves and mud in their hair
Walking on the calloused path
Brittle sores upon weathered feet
Lapping up against needled rocks
Caressing the soft livid natured peat
Crow’s feet and weary eyes
A traveler’s manic pose
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Getting where you are going
Leaving where you rose
Onwards into the depth of life
Onwards to the very end
Backwards into the past
Forwards into the bend
Leaving a trail of dust and faded prints
Walking to circumvent the sun when it sets below the guided pine
Facing a darker day is worth more than it seems
When you walk to invent the moon, when you need more than stars to shine
Although this may be your last earthly trek
Your celestial journey is far from over here
Mind you that the cosmos need a navigator
And this is your last pilgrimage my dear
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Shane Pennington
To Lose Everything
Monotype Print
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Sherry Chandler
Talking Burley
The way we spoke, our broad a’s and flat i’s
made a job of a jab, turned a harrow to a hire
and ware to wire, so every year, late fall,
early winter, our crops went to auction
on the floor of a tobacco wirehouse,
no place for a little girl apt to whine
for her book and her bed. Was it a house
of wire? a house for wire? and what did wire
have to do with tobacco? Mysteries
of language marked my childhood. My Dad-Dad’s
slippery ellum, October-scarlet shoemake
didn’t grow in schoolbooks filled with white frame
houses lining Elm Street. And while I speak
of books, there were days — most often Sunday
or Thanksgiving Day — when November’s rains
would soften burley in the barn and all
the men would rush out of the house to throw
tobacco out of bents and into books
my dictionary couldn’t define — stacks
of tarp-covered stalks. Each one to be stripped
and graded while it was in case: too dry,
it would crumble, too wet it might get hot,
slimy in the book. Spodge and lugs and leaf
and tips, the burley grades I’d know with eye
and hand, but I’d be well over thirty
before I got that “l” back into bulk.
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American History # 1: Tim
He called his dog Ike and his horse Dick.
He never owned a car or a tractor. When he tried
to learn to drive for his firstborn grandson,
he swerved the 1946 Leader from ditch
to bank up the Brissey Dirt Road yelling
“Whoa, you son of a bitch, whoa!”
He lived to sixty-five, farming washed out
razor-backed ridges. He didn’t learn to write
beyond the signing of his name. He could split
shakes for a barn roof, play the banjo, convince
a child Old Bloody Bones was lurking in the stairwell,
mouth set for succulent four year old.
He had one barn for his horses and his tobacco,
a corn crib and a stripping room, a ramshackle
poplar-log homeplace with hen house, privy,
and bedrooms cold as the Arctic on winter nights.
He married a black Irish woman who passed
her high cheekbones down to their three children.
He ate his biscuits with butter and Karo syrup,
he liked to hunt rabbits. He was bow-legged
and slew-footed, couldn’t walk a straight line
stone cold sober. He was fond of a toddy.
When he’d had one or two he’d chant this ditty.
“I’m old Tim Keith, bald-headed and no teeth.”
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American History # 3: Chandler Brothers
The sloppy farm-road mud,
the cold implied
by Uncle James’s up-turned collar,
hunched shoulders,
sets a mood as bleak as dead weeds
and the broken-down Buick,
a twenties model maybe:
frog-eyed headlights, wooden spoke wheels,
and at the base of its chrome radiator,
a hole for the starting crank.
Daddy bent deep under the propped-up hood,
a shadow obscured by deeper shadows.
Car and brothers bleed
over the left.
Hills and leafless trees
dominate the right,
and margin to margin,
like a line of static,
a vertical crack cuts.
Uncle James, his body half out of the frame,
bucket slung over his arm,
stands twisted,
looking back to confront the photographer,
eyes unsmiling.
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Fires at Night
1. Fall
As a last streak of pink faded
above the western horizon,
Thomas and I walked to the end
of the driveway where we could see
the new moon shattered by locust
leaves, and from the right spot, Venus
in the Y branch of a cherry.
Mist was rising and with it smoke
from the coals of our new neighbor’s
week-long brush fire. For a moment
I banked the flame of ire for days
of blowing ash, the bone rattling
racket of diesel earth movers,
put aside my regret for life
displaced to achieve this neat bank
where the untidy old fencerow ran,
enticed by the moon and embers
winking at the encroaching night.
2. Spring
Such embers glowed when sixty years
ago my brother conscripted
Papaw Tim and me, as much
for company as help, to burn
plant beds on the far ridge we called
the Stevens Creek farm. We fired
the brush and watched it burn to coals.
The purpose was to sterilize
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a bed for sowing tobacco seeds
smaller than the dot at the end
of this sentence. But the meaning
lay in the high ridge, flames that licked
at the black sky and dimmed the stars,
the chill spring night, and my brother.

Ben Caldwell
Voice
I lost my voice six years ago
To a man from Simpson County
Who heard my drawl and twang and
Laughed so hard that I couldn’t hold
My voice and dropped it and when I thought
I’d picked it up again and could move on,
I discovered the voice I’d found
Was much deeper and louder,
And where once I held a proud accent
There was only a timid shadow of
The mountain voice.
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Abigail Baggett
Broken Dancer
Ceramics
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Ben Caldwell
The Last Courthouse Whittler
Slivers of bark blow away in the breeze
And they blend and meld with the pollen and leaves
Of an October evening by the county courthouse.
The old man, alone, abandoned by time,
Forgotten by the old friends whose worldly sojourn has ended,
Slices a block with his pocketknife,
Deftly, swiftly, gently.
Wood shavings so fine as to be dust
Float down from his fingers and drape his jeans.
The block grows small, smooth, rounded,
Each cut destroying it a little more,
Each slice bringing it nearer oblivion.
No shape is formed, no image developed.
The old man keeps slicing, spiraling down the block,
Reducing it to nothing,
Scattering the scraps in the wind,
Returning the wood to the forest from whence it came
One particle at a time.
His hands are cramped and calloused,
Broken down by hard work and rheumatism,
But in the whittling he gives them youth again.
Spryly his fingers twist the wood and guide the knife.
He works like a man of twenty again,
Strong and handsome and full of promise,
Garbed in coal dust more than saw,
Carving out a cross from the wood to give to his girl.
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No cross emerges from the block now.
It only grows smaller, smoother, rounder,
Too small to make anything with
And yet the old man keeps carving, trimming,
Shrinking and reducing the wood in his hands,
Dulling his knife with no goal in mind, no craft to make,
Only the whittling, an end in itself, the last of his talents,
His only link to friends and family long since gone.

Berlin Hostel Blues
English accents sound profound
Until you’ve heard them come from
Twenty-three fourteen-year-old girls
Talking loudly about Taylor Swift songs
As they sprawl across the chairs
In a hostel’s dining area.
I lay on a twin bed in my room,
A window cracked open at the top,
An oscillating fan locked to blow on me.
I am hiding from the British invasion downstairs.
It is peaceful and quiet and sweltering.
I can hide from children but not from the heat.
Of course I would visit Germany
At the height of summer.
Ninety degrees and not an air conditioner in sight.
The Germans don’t buy what they only need two weeks out of the year.
I have only been here for three days.
I have already bought a fan.
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One of my roommates is out to lunch
With an Austrian girl he met at the pub last night
Who happens to be staying for the week.
My other roommate is two doors down
Having sex with a tourist girl from Texas.
She is reminding the locals that Americans are loud.
I am left alone with the heat,
Hiding from girls instead of embracing them,
Because I am six time zones away
From the only girl I will hold,
Who is not even awake yet and cannot ever know
How she alone makes me miss America.

Jeff Weddle
Bessie Carney Weddle (1900-1984)
She was dying
before the flood
and when the call came
the rescue squad
took us to the hospital
in a small, open boat.
My mother my father my
grandfather me.
There’s nothing wrong
with that old girl
my grandfather said.

He kept talking like that
as the tiny boat
chopped its way across
the floodwaters.
My father
kept saying
Mom’s very sick.
But the old man, smiling and joking:
She’s alright.
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She was ten minutes gone
when we got there.
My grandfather
bent double
crying
we’ve lost
our best
friend.
The trip back was silent,
of course.

My mother
held the old man
in her arms
while my father cried
and I focused
on the slick, wet trees.
It was nothing
special I guess:
Just the remains
of a family, just
a boat cutting through
a flood.

Floyd County
It begins in the sandstone caves,
In the caves where you went as a boy
to hide and look out over the mountains.
You called them the Three Story Caves,
and they only went back a little way
into the hill, small pockets of dim
stillness. From Lookout Point you could see
Ball Alley Curve five hundred feet
down and the Big Sandy, a brown snake
sleeping. There was a swinging bridge.
You could hear the cars on 23 if you strained,
but it was the wind blowing through the trees
that you listened to. The sun was hot.
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It was that kind of day: green and living.
It begins in these caves on a day like this
and runs and runs across hollows and secrets
and wildflowers, among strip mines and snakes,
with every old dog you’ve ever owned, and the
shy, pretty girls you have kissed and longed for.
And it runs to the highways leading someplace else,
to other dim, still pockets and to places you cannot
know, not even after years within them, to cities and
faraway states and land that is flat with the earth.
This place is its own small miracle. There are always
beginnings and if the caves belong to you
they belong to the world. Here is the magic:
You are still there, even now. This has always been true
Even when you did not see it, even when you did not understand.

It will be later still
We are brittle,
brown sticks in a basket.
The man who could once
Stick his heel through four inches of wood,
his knuckles through three,
is now more belly than brave,
bald head shining like a beacon to decay.
It goes so fast, that thing, that moment
That seemed, just then, eternal.
The great, bellowing joke—
things gifted and taken away.
Nothing pays the final mortgage
and aging hands finally cease
being hands at all.
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Matthew Jent
Vestige
Intaglio Print
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There is a photograph:
Young men flying at each other
In fierce grace,
Everything focused in the smallest moment,
Unreal even then, fluid, draining as it has
to this couch, this pen, this quiet morning
of my old refrigerator humming
and light, subdued, dancing beyond the blinds.

Matthew Jent
Little Bones
All these little bones
Add up to a tragedy.
Just as the flesh promised
Permanence to bone,
All these hollow bones
In among the nest
Add up to a tragedy.
We all depart in due time,
To reason and to rhyme.
All warranties expire
In due time.
And all of us
Are smothered in the nest
Before we ever had a chance
To fly away.
All these little bones
Have each their own a tragedy.
For every failure
Is another,
For every ending
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Has its brother.
Compassion flew the nest long ago
When flesh abandoned bone
And left us all alone.
For all these little bones
Add up to a story.
So while I still draw breath
I beg of you:
Put your hand
Around my throat.
And promise me
That you won’t let go
While flesh still lies to bone.
Please don’t leave me all alone.

Meggan Sloas
Untitled
If you lock it up inside,
it doesn’t go away.
It doesn’t get 		
smaller.
It doesn’t 		
die.
It gets hungry.
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Aspen Grender
Conglomerate.
that house
that you dreamed of
white picket fence
face white as a ghost
feelings mixed
white trash
white noise
white lies
weak hands raise
all pews all people cathedral skyscraper praise
frail fingers reach toward unstable skies
combust collapse control combine
confetti conglomerate church congregation
collision rapid-fire wordplay subdued cell division
ensue, consume, commemorate
familiar fall feeling fumigates
neurons fire, eager tongues tie and hesitate
scraps of conscience conjure
reassemble
voices tremble
streams of consciousness trickle down stones
into stains on carpets
into soggy paw prints of mutts,
smothered by muzzles
persuaded by courtesy
enslaved to certainty
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Incision.
tape-worm afternoon golden pavement silver spoon
the stars in this state pale in comparison.
survival of the fittest mitochondria
into and on top of and onto the grass,
where dew goes to die
weighed down like sunrise drops, awaiting evaporation
new year’s Eve garden of Eden
Goliath gargantuan resolutions
grandiose delusions alluding to
hyperactive anti-psychotic
be yourself; build an ark
build team morale
resonate rhetorically, lame-duck oracle
lead pipe arteries pump deteriorated bloodflow
it never fails—
first, tedious ships set sail
targets set to essential needs met
it always does, was, is, and always will.
“as God as my witness,
i’ll never be sleepy again.”
from a bed of nails, you retort belligerently
tongue-in-cheek mortician
first-responder repeat-offender
girl seeking security
easy target for heat-seeking missiles
it’s the easiest excuse—
anesthesia
euthanize the other
life-time subscription to
radiation therapy for the masses
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lobotomize infidel
break to subatomic basis
call it just-cause.
but why? why not? just because.
come bearing good news:
retail value Dyson vacuum increases.
stop-and-go-drive-by-quick-and-easy-convenience
premature biohazard waste surplus
lethal contaminate assembly line
infatuate wasteland
generic generation
virtual reality
pornographic epiphany ritual eulogy
forensic sweep infestation
harness and harmonize synthetic energy
copy and paste deja vu conversation
a polite suggestion: brace yourself for incision.
proceed with caution.
i think it’s safe to say,
to postulate and spray,
shouting in tongues, metaphorically speaking
mouthful of gnashing teeth talking in circles
to point a to point b, the point being
i think we may have gotten off on the wrong foot
amputation
adamant adoration
acquire adequate ammunition
pay pilgrimage to spitting-image idol
of our
Adam ribcage
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K.S. René White
Fly Away
Mixed Media
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Daniel Butterworth
Reading a Poem I Don’t Understand
Some of what happens in the poem I don’t understand
is perfectly clear, like the men falling through the floor
of their own desire, or the crickets whirring at the moon.
But how the hours mend these broken things with birds,
a book on a table, elbows, the pillow, instinct and dream,
the onomatopoeic ric-ric of the gears of the catastrophe,
or how the rain finally lifts them and drowns their flames
remains mysterious, like a story problem about cars
leaving different towns at different times and speeds
and meeting at an inscrutable roadside stop where the poem
gleams like a shrine for the knowledge that died there.
The women in the poem I don’t understand are beautiful
and mysterious and indifferent and I think I’d like to know
them and wonder if I already do, but these have redefined
intimacy as the exchange of pebbles gathered by a river,
the one that runs near the road where the two cars meet,
and somewhere along that stretch of long miles they can be seen
selecting the stones where the world has delivered them
by measures that have the same indiscernible principles as
the problem told in the story. Somehow I missed it or missed out,
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the aptitudes for distance failing like those for the near.
To mark my way here I’ve torn scraps from the poem
I don’t understand and cast them along my trail
so I can find my way back to a simpler ignorance
before the birds and rain fuse the words
to the indecipherable landscape and the poem
begins further enchantments of another, obscurer desire.

Writing a Poem I Don’t Understand
You know how sometimes there’s an image
rendered so perfectly you can see the sky
reflected in the ripe, polished berry of the bird’s
eye, or there’s a metaphor that has the world
falling away just like it does in sleep or a crisis
of love, the cattle entering the river and water lifting
the flesh off their bones in sweet redemption
from gravity, or the rain on the roof drums
like all eternity on the one grain time lent you
on yet another nasty day in early spring
or late fall, and the ember of tended fire circles
back to the eye of that waxwing and the weightless
flight of the cows swimming, and the connection
is effortless, words like the snake swallowing itself
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up in a seamless loop of meaning so just and right
even our astonishment is easy? That’s the kind of poem
this wants to be, but it reaches out with blunt fingers
cracked by cold, sore from stupid abuses with rakes
and hammers, stuck drawers and windows, that box
of books in the attic, even the withering waters
of the sink. And though the bending light from down the hall
wants to shed this dark, it can’t. The stupid ghost only
casts through the house a shudder that could be mistaken
for a passing truck or even an airliner rumbling overhead,
and all it manages are dim outlines and vague premonitions,
all it finds is a voice like the creaking hinge on a door
still resisting even as it opens. Maybe, too, that bird
or those cows sense a disturbance on the horizon,
a pick-up lumbering down a dirt road, a worrying
chainsaw or train cars’ coupling boom at the edge
of town. But that would be the pixel storm straining
through the funnels of these hands as they stir
the waters of apparition. The inky corners fill
with dust as words I don’t understand
swirl in the room’s air of possibility, moved
by that door trying to shut before the meaning drains out.
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Caleb L. Hall
I’d Say This Louder But I’m Losing My Voice
All I ask is that you don’t stop
I hope you hear this poem from three towns over
Let’s start a fire
Not to burn things to the ground
But to keep the blood from freezing
To keep the arms from locking up
To keep my jaws from tightening and
Shutting it all inside
Pour the gasoline from your mind
I’ll open my mouth and allow the flint tips on my
Teeth to strike up a conversation
I am freezing.
My hands
These hands host the .45 caliber phalanges that will
Spread the word to start the fire
Blisters only act as silencers for the prose
Don’t stop, not now
Not next week
Not when you lose your job and you feel like you
Will never create again
Do not stop
Put some more into the fire
Jostle it and love it
Watch it spread and grow as your own
Wrap yourself in it
Blanket your body in its alien glow
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Take ownership of it and rip it apart
See what makes it hot and consume it
Stand too close
Lose an eyebrow
Do whatever it takes to ensure
That the fire never goes out

Hank
I’ll never forget what Hank taught me
He told me poetry isn’t bourgeois
It’s dirty filthy fast and cheap
It’s the last beer before you pass out for the night
It’s the swollen and throbbing head the next morning
It’s the bird in the tree calling out for
Something
Hank said don’t try and you shouldn’t
You shouldn’t try anything you should
Just do it
I’ll never forget when Hank talked about the bus ride to have
His boils looked at by a doctor across town
He was wrapped up like Frankenstein’s monster
And a child was frightened by him
I was that child when I first read The Crunch
The truth of his words bothered me
It was dirty filthy fast and cheap
And I liked it
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Bethany King
Unwanted Presence
Oil Paint
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Clear your throat
Roadside bombs
Teenage Moms
Spousal abuse
Teen suicide
Words that should be jarring to hear when paired together
School shooting
Child abuse
Mass killing
Words that should be jarring to hear when paired together
A news reporter sits down at his desk, shuffles his papers
Makes sure they are all in line
He murmurs to himself
Ah, the usual
Clears his throat
and begins the night’s broadcast
“Terror strikes the hearts of many today after a school
shooting leaves twenty four teen mothers dead. NRA’s new slogan
‘All sales are final’
The president cries as he dodges roadside bombs with Koch brands plastered
across them
Hands clutched in prayer, hoping the drones get ‘em all
More at six”
An ad for bulletproof diapers plays and everyone in the room stops
beating their wives to say
Really?
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Two Hundred Thirty-Six
Your dinner is getting cold
Mom slaved real hard over the microwave for this one
Four and a half minutes, varying for wattage of course
Climbing into our masks and costumes we zip and fasten and snap
Until we seem presentable enough to ignore each other long enough to finish
Tonight’s episode of Childhood Stars: Raped on Hollywood Boulevard
It’s nights like these that really bring us together
United as one nation, under fraud
Cousin Ralph says “Pass the pepper” and it starts a race war with the neighbors
My social network notifications let me know who
I should vote for on tonight’s poll
1-800-PIK-A-PRES
Oh if I call now, I can vote twice!
The image of a model society, in a current and perfect world.
“Yes,” the artist says as he steps back from his canvas
“I am finally finished”
The easel runs itself over to the balcony and screams, “I’M GONNA JUMP”
The artist says, “Hold on! Let me get my camera!”
You could
Just barely
Hear the snap shot before the slam of two hundred thirty six years
Lying face down on the concrete
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Dallas Cox
Of Sleep and Wake
It’s the moment
Between the sheets
Between your eyelids
Between the sensations of sight and dream
When the world begins to blur
And sound begins to fade
Into a harmonious blend
Of sleep.
This is now
And now has passed
Conformed into then
And over.
When memory weakens
And logic ceases
When time travels forward
And softly wades
Until the water splashes
And weight kicks in.
When the sea engulfs you
And the chill sinks in
Quick like a camera’s flash.
This is morning
And morning is fast.
Abruptly quivering at dawn
Sparking the shake
Of sun and dust
That shocks your eyelids part.
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Reflection
Within the crispy shock of memories,
Their lost light, and withering heat,
We comprehend humanity.
That is- to touch a log and feel her sting.
Electrifying shock
Of great aunts, fresh linen,
And laughter.
It’s those things, and things like this
We toss into the fire. And perhaps…
Perhaps we remember them
As we do.
Maybe they cross our minds for a moment,
If only just.
And as the fire burns,
As it grows, warms and fades,
Maybe it takes from us
Our knowledge.
And in some comforting way
It gives it back.
Through the smoke and the scent.
Through the heat and the light.
Through the ashes and the embers.
For, you see,
It’s the lure in the center of the fire
That keeps us gazing deeper.
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That soft yellow familiarity
That tempts our hearts
And even our souls
To reveal our most divine
Secrets.
This may or may not be
Precisely how
We become wise.

Misty Skaggs
The Home Cemetery
We keep our dead
at the dead end
of a rutted gravel road.
Generations filed away
forever
in staggered rows.
They belong to me.
A birthright of last breath
and rotting body,
buried safely beneath
six feet
of soil. The dark soil
I sprang from.
Full grown and dirt poor.
This is my acreage.
Rich bottom land fertilized
by bone.
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The cemetery floats.
A rounded, island tethered
to the mountains
by creek bed tombstones.
Dusted with broom sage.
Populated solely by lingering souls
and a stray, persistent
peacock
trespassing on my land,
picking his hungry way
over graves.

Forked Tongues
I hate to say it Hank,
but whippoorwills
don’t sound so lonesome
to me.
I hear them in pairs.
Listening from the back porch
stretched flat of my back
stoned on starlight
and sinking
into the sturdy, hard-wood deck
missionary kids
built for Mamaw
with bare, soft,
suburban hands.
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I hear the whippoorwills
getting lovey dovey,
call and response,
scratch and coo.
Whippoorwills talk sweet
on account of forked tongues.
I can hear them,
making conversation and
crunching budding pea pods.
Snapping skinny, half-ripe
half-runners from the vine
before their time.
In the old-fashioned starlight
in the backwoods,
where sound carries
and echoes
at dusk,
whippoorwills are remarkable birds.
In the blaring summer sunshine,
the whippoorwill
is a gray and beige blob,
blending into lime-dusted ditches
lining gravel roads.
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Stripped
There is no coal
in Elliott county.
Our daddies don’t go
down into the black mines.
They just plain
go.
Slink across the Ohio
and disappear
into the asphalt bellies
of the big cities.
Never to be seen
or heard of
again.
There is no coal
in Elliott County.
Our mountains remain
intact.
Fully dressed
in thick foliage of maple
and laurel
and sassafras.
It’s the fertile bottom land
been stripped,
like so much tobacco.
The ghostly cash crop
haunting the broke,
broad hallways
of our empty,
abandoned
barns.
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Cecily Brooke Howell
Nanny and I
Monotype Print
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Baptism
All the old men
from the Beartown
Church of God
call me Sissy.
There’s Ligey
and Whirley
and Johnny
and my Mamaw’s cousin,
who found Jesus
after he beat cancer
a couple years back.
They’re working Men
of God.
They reminisce
about their drinking days,
and trade around trucks,
and stories about bad kids
and worsening eyesight.
When they think I’m eighteen,
they grin at the possibilities.
When they find out I’m thirty,
the grins get a little sad
and soft around the edges,
at the thought
of the waste
of a good pair
of breeding hips.
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Small Talk
Nobody wants to hear
about my new holler life.
Though I listen,
courteously,
to the intellectual swill
spewed
over organic dinners
with vegan options.
My small talk is not
spicy
like curry recipes.

to die.

My anecdotes don’t unfold
in smoky bars
or seedy truck stops
or one bedroom flops
for misguided,
horny,
hillbilly youth.
At least not anymore.

Everybody wants to hear
about how we sit around
and shit talk
Herbert Hoover.
About how she refers
to Johnny
and June
like family.

Nobody wants to hear
about bowel movements.
Black
and hard.
Lumps of sick coal
staining the bowl.

Everybody wants to hear
about how she loves
to read
the raunchy romances.
The ones with
shirtless pirates
or dark eyed,
calloused cowboys
on the covers.

Nobody wants to hear
about caring
for a dying woman
who will never be ready

About how her arm hurts
and aches
until she screams.
About how I stay up
all night
and heat towels
to wrap her tired limbs.
About her heart failing,
congestively.

But nobody wants to hear
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about how sometimes
I sit straight up
as I’m drifting off.

And I could swear
I can hear her soul
leaving her body,
through the baby monitor.

And it’s my heart.
It stops.

Nobody wants to hear
that crazy shit.

Amanda Kelley
Song of January
In the middle of January
when everything green was quiet and dead
there were thunderstorms in the night.
Rain poured, thunder made the house shudder
and lightning quivered outside my bedroom window.
The cycle of the seasons had shifted in the night.
Half-asleep, my body assumed the rhythm of summer.
In the morning, I slipped across the hardwood on my bare toes.
Drops of water clung to the window above the sink
like confetti the day after a party.
Somewhere underneath, I heard a cricket sing.
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Interviewing a Clinical Application Specialist in CT
(Computed Tomography)
On a computer screen he shows me a 3-D image
of a person’s body.
It looks like a pencil sketch—
lines, shadows and shading
creating
a pelvis, ribs and spine.
Two water-color red orbs are linked
to creamy streamers
the texture of candle wicks never lit.
He spins the image on the screen,
points with a black pen:
“these are the kidneys,
the coronary
and the veins and arteries
that connect to the kidneys.”
Telephone lines spiral
toward the red smudge of a heart
and join the thick artery
at the body’s core
that leads down to the loins.
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I feel a twinge in my gut
with each word made familiar by a hospital trip
He shows me a black and white 2-D image
and points again:
“kidneys, liver, coronary.”
I reach toward the image on the screen
and think of my friend who dissected a cadaver
and wept when she held the brain
in her latex-gloved fingers.
“The people who loved him most never got this close,” she said.
I touch the screen’s smooth, cold surface
and I want to hold that red glow in my hand.

Bea Opengart
Cafeteria
I loved to be
first in. No
shouting yet
or jostling, wadded
napkins dropped
to the floor
		or wrappers
blown from straws
and left
where they landed, flimsy
detritus recalling
ruckus of noontime release.
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Instead the domain was
as tranquil as a village
		
globed in plastic,
model of perfect calm
until it’s
shaken
and the vacant
streets erupt
with chips of snow.
As flakes settle, roofs
reappear, each line
			
again distinct.
And doorways and latticed
windows
framing brightly lit tableau.
Around them buildings
align themselves,
		
order
the solid world
		
of broom
and janitor, on-duty
teachers intent, children
caught between shelter
			
and venture
butting chairs askew.
Girls sway toward
			the breezeway.
Boys rehearse disdain.
						
I loved
abeyance, the school’s
largest room
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(break)

strung with laminate
tabletops seeming to float
in half-dark a flipped
		switch erased.
All of us
were awaited, bearing
		
our brown plastic trays.

Acolyte
Scrunching my mouth
to the side as the neighbor
held hers, I rehearsed
rumination. When she glared,
I knew I’d intruded again.
Then she drew from her
cleavage a cigarette, planted
the stalk in her mouth, lit up,
inhaled and the tube top
expanded. She expelled
the breath in a sigh
I mimicked in mirrors,
inveigling with gesture
the way dime-store scarves
provoked touch, defied it,

slid from my hand to cascade
toward a proximate world.
Hers menaced with pins
like antennae crossing shiny,
dark brown coils sectioned
as clearly as fence wire
marked her lot, ours, both
studded with knotted sticks.
Tags foretold mulberries,
pepper leaves, a stand of twin
eucalypti, inclined over chrome
green lawn. All from arid
nothing. I could only spy and wait.
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Kristin Busby
Artificial History
Digital Painting
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Girl by Vermeer
I practiced that half-open
mouth in the mirror but never

all that fills the space
between her torso and his

achieved such absence of guile.
Therefore I envy the young girl,

translation of her left
ruddy cheek, her shoulder.

who is not conniving but
quick to agree, whatever

She gazes. He paints
the sheen of fabric dotted

he pulls from his trunk -peaked straw hat, a satin robe

with small, blurred butterflies.
Gardens bloom on her chest

in light. In shadow it’s velvet.
Her hands lie so close he could
reach without strain
the left, dangling a small

but light is his subject
because it eludes him, shrinks
			
to sparks igniting over ragged
summer grass. He sleeps better

wooden flute, or the right,
palm down on the table,

knowing they flicker and dart while
he glides away from distinctions.
Therefore I pity the young girl.
Aren’t I pretty? she thinks.
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Good Dirt
Breaking up mud clumps
I free a slick worm

as fine as hair and skittering
under pebbles, into crevices.

to draw upward, stall,
slip downward into a drift

Darkness. I excavate, carving
pockets of light down

of rust-colored leaves. Maybe
fifty feet from the street,

long beds beyond my strength.
My neck chafed

this narrow privacy:
gray wall parallels fence,

by hat brim. Sweat
fixes grit to my skin. Through

the walkway between
flanked by dirt. One push

ragged denim, concrete scrapes
each time I shift a knee,

and the trowel bares
root threads, black bugs

trace a vine to the ground
and tug. If it breaks I burrow

curling themselves into
round, ridged beads. Crush,

further, gloves off to better
distinguish corms and clods, rot

or sweep them aside? Before
they unfurl their chaos of legs,

leeching green to dun. They
soothe, the musty scents, until
I belong in my body again.
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Sean L Corbin
The dreams
A man dreams about his wife and then dreams about country ham and then
dreams about soil and turns in his bed and then dreams about his wife again
only now she’s taller and nude from the waist up and then he dreams about
a creek bed and then dreams about his wife’s bare elbows and then dreams
about a cornfield made of fire.
The man wakes up in his kitchen holding the refrigerator door handle against
his nudity.
He thinks, I have stepped out again, with the weather, with my intestines.
He glues his mouth shut and nails the windows closed.
Upstairs, his wife continues dreaming of topographical maps.
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Chew
[One]
It is soft and it is soft and soft and supple for the softness of a patch of hay and
how the horse chews the membrane of a Kentucky finger trap while stuck
it is stuck on the gums bubbling and bubbling and bubbling on the rows of
blooming teeth so let the hooves beat as hooves beat from full bellies post to
post without the cost of fallen barns and whinny all you care to just save room
for rooms of rooming roots and shoots of tendons shooting arrows in the arc
of arches fluttering with moss.
[Two]
It is vitally important that the air is air and are we listening that the air is air
and never errant ares or ors but always air for oars to aerate softly yes softly
so as not to air the grievances instead of grieving the air decayed by the aired
factorial breaths and are we listening and are we listening and are we listing in
the currents of the air that are right now and never were and will never be again
and are we lessening the seed counts counted in error without erring to the
side of cushions drifting in the currents of the air up there above the blooming
teeth that need the air to only be air instead of this air and where will the leaves
declare the fortunes of chlorophyll and are we listening and are the axles
amplified and are the flatlands flooding and are we breathing while we listen?
[Three]
Only a spot of grease and only a lot of fleece and only a rot of geese falling and
falling and flailing and falling through the creases of the cushions and down
and down into the dentures of the cavities crushing down and down the
bleeding blooms in a flooded flush of feathers farming the buds of bloodied
manes of moss and only a spot of grease only several spots of grease the least of
which is horse bones.
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Mary E. Morris
Memories

Black and White Photograph
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Sustainability
Once, there were two trees.
On his knees, the farmer fed the roots molasses. He took photographs of the
bark. He tasted it. Made a ring of apple-scented candles around the base and
lit the wicks. Dipped his fingers in the hot wax. Wrote his initials on both trees
because he couldn’t choose.
Sent photographs showing the candles and the initials to the local paper for
the front page.
The trees were not his trees, although they bore his letters.
When the paper came, the photos were not there. The farmer wrote a letter
to the editor with a fallen branch. He waited. Stroked the leaves. Touched
himself and the leaves and himself.
His wife’s grave held no flowers.
When the paper came, the letter was not there. The farmer burned the
paper on the office steps downtown and spit. Drove back to the edge of the
farm. Found a sharp stone. Chopped down the trees with the stone. Bled.
Continued to bleed.
His neighbor heard the noise and kicked his bull and found the farmer at the
edge and spit.
The farmer chopped his neighbor down with the stone. Bled. Gathered the
timber and the meat and threw the candles.
The bull bellowed, engorged with leaves.
Two trees burned. Neighbor burned. The farmer scooped the ashes into his
wife’s tattered bonnet. Went to her grave. Buried the ashes for the roots.
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Wife, the farmer said, you’ve taken the crops. Let me have the compost.
Now, there were no trees. The farmer covered himself in molasses. Burned in
the sun.

A Canary Taps Piano Wire
A canary taps piano wire and clears her throat and chirps. Chirp, she says,
Chirp, she says, forget the bottle and drink yourself. The coke is cracking ribs,
she says, and all that’s left is powder since, she says, I’ve taken all the lemons.
Prepare for thirst, she says, the walls are nearly dry enough for chisels and a
steady hand, a hand, she says, that never shifts the shafts.
Daddy, what’s that bird about?
It’s only song, my son, so never mind.
Never minds forever if only for the weight and ain’t it great to sit upon a stone
and wait for falling skies to answer all the questions from a tiny mouth of
sparks? It barks. It speaks in smoke and waits for returned barks. It looks up
to a mirror of the decades and considers broken caves that were once eyes or
where, at least, a pair should go, and where they went, and ever, as in Were eyes
ever perched upon those cages, plucking strings for every fissure?
Daddy, where’d your eyes go?
Down the neck, son, down the neck.
The throat unclenches only when the sour hint of power sinks below the
sternum, shocking bits of bone into a uniformed decision. Only with
precision will the rinds avoid collapsing in a lapse of judgment equal to a
pick-ax and its point. The point, the canary cries, is that acid always eats defeat
when banisters betray. The point, she says, is that digging is a constant need for
light.
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FICTION
Jeff Weddle
A Constant Battle of the Flesh
It was way past dark when Daddy got mad and squealed his truck out of
the driveway. He and Mama had been arguing on the telephone and she finally
said something he just couldn’t stand and he slammed the receiver down and
stomped out of there. He likes to go down to Ireland’s sometimes to drink beer
and cool off and I figured that’s where he was heading. I had that day come
home for Christmas, and I guess Virgil didn’t know I was there. After Daddy
left I stepped outside to get something from my car. That’s when I saw Virgil
at the back of the trailer, standing on a couple of cinder blocks he’d stacked up
back there, right by Eula’s window.
Eula’s my little sister. She’s 19 years old and a college freshman, and if I do
say so, exquisite. Virgil had stacked those blocks up back there and was peeking
in the window at her. He lives right next door with his wife, Cheryl, the one
who spent five years as a professional wrestler, the one the whole family always
called fat and stupid, even though she looks more than a little like Mama, and
you’d think she would have known what was going on and stopped it, but she
didn’t, and now here he was peeking and I had to jump up and get involved.
I cursed the f-word under my breath and jumped over the porch rail.
Virgil heard me and took off running back to his trailer. He made it onto the
porch in two strides and was in the door like smoke. I knew better than to
follow him in, but I did it anyway. I don’t like hurting people and I didn’t know
what I might do when I caught him. Virgil made it into the living room and
was fumbling around with his telephone when I grabbed him and dragged
him out the front door. We grabbed and clawed and so forth on the porch and
I was starting to feel kind of foolish, like I’d overstepped my boundaries, when
Virgil shifted his weight and lost his balance. He had a pretty good grip on me
and, when he fell, I fell and we both went tumbling over the porch rail.
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That’s when I think he got the brain damage, if he really has anything at
all. They’re trying to say that it happened when I kicked him in the head, but I
don’t think so. He hit the pavement pretty hard with the back of his skull and if
his brain is screwed that is surely where it happened. That’s nothing compared
to what happened to Daddy. He got goodly snookered at the bar, wasted, blind
dog drunk and wrapped his pickup around a coal truck on the way home. It
was a miracle before God that he survived at all. He lost both legs at the knee
and landed in a coma that lasted three days, though the doctors predicted he
might never wake up. He had to stay in the hospital on an extended basis to
overcome his dire injuries and get some heavy duty physical therapy, and that’s
why I stayed on after Christmas. Eula was alone in the trailer, and me being her
only able male relative capable of watching out for her, it was a duty.
But that’s a different story than the one I need to tell. This was all a few
weeks ago, and for a long time Virgil drooled and played at not being able
to speak in complete sentences. He spent a lot of time out of sight and word
around the park had it that he was lying in bed with a fucked brain. When he
did appear, he walked with a limp, unless he forgot or didn’t think anybody
was watching. I figured he was planning a lawsuit of some kind. We’re cousins
on Mama’s side, but things like that don’t much matter to Virgil. Hell, I forgot
about the business with Eula almost as soon as it was over. It’s hard to blame a
man for gawking at her, the way she dresses in those tight pants and sweaters,
the way she flaunts herself in public, not to mention in her own home in front
of her very family. I’d be lying if I said I hadn’t sneaked a peek at her a time or
two when we were growing up, or even more recently.
A few weeks ago she came out of the shower naked without realizing
I was home. I caught a good look at her titties and I can still see them in my
mind, full and young and golden. By God, Virgil, such breasts! I can forgive
a man needing to see such undeniable beauty, such intense perfection of
form and function, the essence and life’s blood of the world. Even if it’s my
sister. That’s what Eula looks like and I can’t deny it anymore than I can deny
a lightning bolt, a hurricane or a shooting star. If she wasn’t my very sister I
would be gazing into her window, too, no doubt, but it would be wrong and
anyone who cared for her would be duty bound to kick the living shit out of
me.
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That’s what I needed Virgil to know. We’d been avoiding each other since
the fight, but he and the missus still lived next door to Daddy’s trailer, so one
evening after Andy of Mayberry went off I walked over and knocked on his
door.
“Who’s there?” It was Cheryl’s voice, the wife.
“It’s Laurence. Is Virgil in?”
She clomped to the door and opened it halfway. She had on her robe,
bright red and silky like a circus tent, and nothing else underneath, it looked
like.
“Virgil’s sleeping. What the hell do you want?” From what I could see of
her—only the central portion of her body was visible, with large portions on
both the left and right disappearing behind the door itself on one side and the
door frame on the other—Cheryl had put on some weight. I made a quick
scan and guessed she was up to almost three hundred pounds, maybe threefifty. She was, as they say around here, fat.
The woman had her hair pulled back haphazardly from her face and her
skin took on a red cast the way it always did when she was mad or excited
about something. Her breasts strained their thin cover, rising and falling with
her breath. A vision flashed into my head of wallowing in that abundant flesh,
suckling, suffocating, floating in a sea of bliss and nipples.
“When he wakes up, would you give him a message from me? Would you
say that I forgive him?”
Cheryl stared, clearly unsure of what to make of me.
“What?”
“I said, I forgive him.”
“For what?”
“For peeking at Eula’s boobies.” I had known for years that Cheryl
was slow, very, but it was still exasperating to try and carry on an intelligent
conversation with her. It took a second for my words to sink in, but, when they
did, she threw the door open wide, so hard that I swear I heard it crack
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Bevan Burch
Deep Thought

Black and White Photograph
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“Peeking at Eula? Why in the fuck would Virgil want to peek at that boney
thing when he’s got a real woman at home to pleasure any time he wants? Hell,
what she’s got shouldn’t even be called boobies.” She pulled open her robe
and, naked underneath, were the two largest breasts I had ever seen. They were
spherical and full, not sagging like you would expect with such a large woman,
and the areolas were pink and round, twice the size of silver dollars. The
nipples were full and pointed. “These,” she said, “these are boobies!”
Cheryl was shouting and I was amazed and scared and horny and I would
have probably jumped on her and tried to ride if about that time Virgil hadn’t
yelled from the bedroom to ask what all the commotion was. I heard him
stomp out of his room and I knew I should run, but I couldn’t, not with Cheryl
standing there, immense and purely hot, her robe still open and showing me
everything she had. One word exploded in my mind: Beauty.
“Cheryl, I need some blessed sleep,” I heard Virgil say as he turned the
corner into the living room. “Would you please shut the fuck up?” He didn’t
see me at first because Cheryl blocked his view. Cheryl turned ninety degrees
and stood in profile between us, her breasts still exposed and pointing. Virgil
saw me at the same moment that Cheryl saw him.
“You!” he hollered and lunged for me. Cheryl reached out and grabbed
my collar remarkably fast for a woman of her bulk and pulled my head into her
chest. She still had that wrestler strength and it looked like I was about to be
double teamed. But, instead of holding me for Virgil to pummel, she caught
hold of him as he tried to sail into me.
“Just what in the hell are you doing up walking around and talking for
anybody to see?” she spat out, shaking Virgil’s head, which she had in a sleeper
hold in the crook of her arm. “And what the hell were you doing looking at that
stick girl’s boobies? Ain’t I enough?”
“Oh lordy,” Virgil said. “Honeybear, that hurts. Loosen up, I tell you!” But
Cheryl had us both in tight headlocks and showed no sign of loosening her
hold. Virgil and I were nose to nose, and if he was like me, he had a nipple in
his ear.
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“Told you,” he choked out, “didn’t look at no boobs. Laurence made that
up.” That made me mad, so I took a swing and cuffed Virgil on the cheek.
Cheryl let out a moan, a yell like a wounded beast, and squeezed both of our
heads as hard as she could. I was suffocating and it hurt like hell to be squeezed
that hard. Somehow Virgil managed to get his foot up and he kicked me right
in the nuts, hard, and then he did it again. That’s when Cheryl let us go. He was
all over me like stink on a goat and the next thing I remembered was waking
up in the hospital, right next to Daddy.
I was bandaged and in splints and traction, with a plaster cast on each of
my arms and a complicated stainless steel appliance hooked to my head to
keep my broken jaw immobilized.
“Well, I’m a mess,” I muttered, best I could. It hurt tremendously.
“Damn straight you are. Fucking lunkhead.” I recognized Daddy’s voice,
though I couldn’t see him yet. My head was in a fixed position and he was off
to the side. He was in a wheelchair and he wheeled over and pinched me hard
in the ribs. He used to do that to Mama a lot back when she lived with us. I
flinched and tried to yell ouch and it hurt my jaw so bad I needed to scream,
but couldn’t, so I just lay there, tears coming from my eyes, unable to move or
speak, clueless.
“Well, you did it, didn’t you?”
“Sir?”
“You had to go fight that trash again and get all flummoxed.” He pinched
me again, a good one, twice as hard as before. I hollered through my clenched
jaws and hurt hurt hurt.
I was in the hospital for almost a month and when they finally let me out
I had a permanent limp and recurring headaches, and vision that sometimes
goes blurry when I get excited. Daddy came home, too, and he still fights
with Mama on the telephone every chance he gets. Well, good for him. The
fortunate thing was that my injuries canceled out Virgil’s, so he didn’t pursue
a lawsuit. I thought about suing him and Cheryl, but decided against it. Hell,
they don’t have anything but that old trailer and a rusted out Oldsmobile.
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Things have gotten back to normal lately and Virgil and I even buddy
around some now. He still slurs his words on occasion, and even limps, so
who the hell knows about his brain? But if he’s bothered by it, he doesn’t let
on. Just last week he was down at the trailer drinking beer. I was all laid out on
the couch, convalescing, and he was still wearing the neck brace he’s had on
ever since Cheryl tried to kill us both. Eula was taking care of us, bless her, the
way she does. She brought us a new round of Iron City and I couldn’t help
but notice how thin she looked in her short shorts and halter, almost sickly.
I caught Virgil taking a peek at her butt when she bent over, but I didn’t care.
Hell, you’ve got to feel sorry for a man like that. My heart is in the trailer right
next door. All fleshy and huge, comforting in her strength and terror, I cannot
forget or wonder. Her name is Cheryl and I adore her. Virgil promises me
naked pictures soon, and for only twenty dollars. I swoon in contemplation.

Castaway
You’re sitting in your living room, minding your own business. Gilligan’s
Island is on the TV, the episode where the Mosquitoes come to the island
but don’t rescue the castaways because they see Mary Ann and Ginger and
Mrs. Howell put on a show that’s meant to impress them, but what it really
does is show them they don’t need the competition. The Mosquitoes split in
the middle of the night, but leave an autographed album as a gift. If you look
closely, you can tell it’s just an empty album cover, the way it bends in Gilligan’s
hands.
There’s a knock at the door. You are neither excited nor disappointed at
the prospect of company. Not even puzzled. You get up from the couch and
answer the door.
It’s a man you’ve never seen before, standing there in the hall. Hello, he
says. Have you talked with Jesus today?
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No, you say. Not as far as I know. The man smiles. A little joke. May he
come in? May he come in and talk with you? Just a few minutes of your time?
You hesitate for a moment. The Wild, Wild West is coming on next, but
you’ve seen every episode a million times. Okay, you tell him. Sure, come on
in.
You sit down on the couch and the man takes the easy chair. You mute
the TV with the remote control.
Nice place you got, he says. Wonderful, really.
Thanks, you say. Can I get you something? Cup of coffee?
That would be nice.
You go to the kitchen and whip up some instant Folgers. When you get
back, the man is standing by your bookcase. There’s a picture of Marjorie
in a small frame, right in front of The Sound and the Fury, a book you were
supposed to read in college but never go around to.
Pretty girl, he says.
Yes, she is.
Girlfriend?
Sister.
She’s very pretty, he says again.
Yes. Thank you.
You sit down on the couch and he takes the easy chair again.
Do you know the Lord? he asks.
I don’t know. It’s been a long time since I’ve been to church, since I was
a kid. I haven’t been to church since my grandmother’s funeral when I was 12
years old.
That’s a long time.
Yes.
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You don’t know what to expect. You’re feeling stupid for letting him into
your apartment. Right now you could be watching James West matching wits
with Dr. Ocularis, instead of feeling uncomfortable talking about Jesus with a
stranger.
I didn’t catch your name, you say.
I’m Frank Burton, he says. I’m with the Lord. And your name is?
Spivey, Bill Spivey.
I’m glad to meet you, Mr. Spivey. Jesus would be happy to have your heart
open to him.
You sit there looking at him.
Jesus loves you, you know.
You smile a little and try to think of something to say but nothing
happens.
Won’t you let Him into your heart, Mr. Spivey? Won’t you open your
heart to the Lord?
You take a sip of coffee, but what you want is a beer. You look over at the
picture of Marjorie. She’s still missing, three years after she went to the mall to
buy a pair of shoes. She went to get new shoes and was never seen again.
I want to be open, you say.
Praise God, he says.
I want to be.
Will you pray with me, brother?
You think about Marjorie and those shoes. There were all sorts of
theories, and most of them ended with her dead, an awful death at the hands
of a lunatic. In truth, though, the police are still baffled.
Frank gets down on his knees in front of the couch. He holds his hands
out toward you. You feel stupid, but you do it. You get down there with him.
Frank starts praying in a loud voice and you wish he would hurry, finish up.
After a while he does. After he says amen you mutter it, too.
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Praise Jesus, brother, he says. Frank takes a small, green Bible out of his
pocket and puts it in your hand. Then he walks toward the door.
Goodbye, you say. Goodbye, Frank. He waves his hand and steps into
the hall and walks away.
She was only 20 years old. Your little sister.
You walk back into the living room and take her picture and stare at her
face. There are so many questions.
On television, Artemus Gordon is in one of his disguises that every
viewer sees through immediately, but none of the villains ever do. Sometimes
even James West is fooled. He’s dressed like a pirate, complete with a parrot on
his shoulder, an eye patch and a wooden leg. It’s really ingenious how they got
the wooden leg to look real.
You go into the kitchen and get that beer, then plop back on the couch,
still holding Marjorie’s picture. You don’t want to cry but you can’t help it.
Maybe later you’ll call your folks. Now you sit in front of the television and
stare, just like anyone would.
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Gilbert Sutherland
Observance Automatan
Print
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Sean L. Corbin
Vision of Meta
Last night, while a heavy storm raged and lashed at my bedroom
windows, I had a vision, which I distinguish from dreams that merely
catalogue the day’s events in the fractured language of my subconscious. This
was a vision. This was the universe speaking to me, revealing itself in the open
stitches of my clear sleeping mind.
First, I was everything, a mist – clear, unobtrusive – filling nothing and
all things, caressing thin strains of contrails from airliners full of me, kissing
the tips of grass blades, burrowing through microscopic pinholes in topsoil
for relations with earthworms, stretching beyond gravity towards lonely
footprints on the moon. I was the first breath of every newborn, the last gasp
of the mentally imbalanced scratching to their wrist bones. And then I felt
this suction, this kind of halo around the everything. I felt myself contracting,
condensing into a ball of crystals, my atoms colliding. There was lightning
in my ribs. My ribs? I’d never had ribs before. My feet were beginning. And
there was a wind dragging me somewhere. I had lost control. There was no
control, only wind and the thundering of my… hips? I was coming together,
becoming tighter. Particles of me began to fall towards the earth, wild,
dangerous. I ceased being everything. I was something now.
I found myself standing on leaves and overgrown grass beneath the
density of a forest canopy. The trees inhaled around me. They were alive and
knowing. I only knew to walk forward, so I began. The brush was thick and
I was scratched in several places, bleed slightly, but I continued until a small
clearing, where a pile of branches stood, ready for a fire. I struck a match
from my pocket and started the kindling and the trees all around gave a great
gasping sound. They spoke to me, threatened me, and their voices were those
of children. At first I was afraid and timid, but that childishness strengthened
me. I laughed and the trees drew closer together, as if to enclose me, to
suffocate me. My laughter grew, and I took one of the branches and waved it
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toward the trees, the flaming end throwing sparks out into the darkness. The
trees recoiled, and a small path opened on the other side of the flames. I kept
the fire burning and went through the opening, holding the torch above my
head like a sword.
I stepped out of the trees and found myself on broken pavement that
sloped sharply down toward a grid of identical white houses. To the north
stood a burnt-out train car. The sun was rising over a wall of mountains on
the opposite side of the town and the sky looked milky and unsure. I walked
down the cracked road and into the town, passing small white houses with
wicker fences and rusted porch swings that did not move. There was only
silence. I walked further, toward the center of the town, and saw a large black
bird sitting on the last fence post. It stared at me with its head cocked and
only moved its neck to follow me as I passed. I stopped and stared back
at the bird and we stood there for moments, just staring without a sound,
and then the earth began to shake behind me. There was a terrible tearing
sound, like the rip of duct tape from a roll only amplified. I turned and saw a
pointed stone rising from the center of the town, birthed from the crackling
clay and brick footpaths. It rose and rose, higher and higher, and it was the
obelisk in downtown Meta, a tall spike that kept growing into the lightening
sky. Something burst against the nape of my neck and I swung my fists and
the crow kept clawing at my skin with its beak and talons until I screamed
something – I don’t quite remember what – and it fell dead at my feet. I kicked
the corpse and its feathers popped into the air and floated down with grace
amidst the dust kicked up from the monument. Blood trickled from my neck
and I fell to my knees as the street began to fissure. I held my head down and
waited for a stone to fall.
Then there was a voice, a deep weathered voice that I recognized but
could not quite place. It said to stand. It said to stand and go to the obelisk.
I pulled myself from the shaking ground and complied as best I could. The
quaking was near unbearable. The voice said to take my story from my pocket
and place it at the base of the monument. I felt the back of my jeans and found
my notebook folded into the left pocket, its pages yellow and fragile. The voice
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repeated itself. I opened the book and saw that all the pages were filled with
the same words – Once upon a time there was a story that began – repeated
again and again and again. The voice screamed. I dropped the notebook
against the monument and ran across the town square and saw the source
of the voice far in the distance. It was a face carved in the peak of the tallest
mountain. Its lips opened like those of a fish and I heard its gravel voice repeat
my writings – Once upon a time there was a story that began – again and
again and again. I saw a flame rise and twist from where the notebook had
fallen, saw it swell and multiply and wrap itself around and up the obelisk and
then past the tip, higher into the sky, until the pillar of flames struck the clouds
and everything caught fire. There was only fire, growing brighter and more
intense in the sky, raining down on the streets and houses and monument and
me, and I stood there with my arms outstretched and let as much of it land on
my skin as I could. And everything fell into ash.
After what seemed like hours, I opened my eyes and found that the earth
was flat, steaming dirt and ash beneath a sky grey. The light reflected from
cloud to land and back until it burned a bright and brilliant white that seemed
to permeate existence. I looked around and saw empty rows of plowed dirt
from my feet to the horizon. My skin was covered in soot and I wiped it
away and heard a low crunching sound. At my side, the dirt was pulsing, and
I crouched down and watched a single green stem push through and keep
reaching. It held a small bulb at its tip. I touched it and the bulb bloomed a
brilliant white and grew and kept growing. More stems rose from the earth
around me, and on past as far as I could see. The dark steaming earth turned
green and vibrant before my eyes. In my hand I found a farmer’s hoe, its
handle rough and comfortable in my fingers. There were small black feathers
trying to rise around the flowers. I walked down the rows and cut them away
and wiped my forehead. I found myself thinking, This could be anything.
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Semantics
It is happening again. They are fucking, loudly. Phil can hear them
through the wall that may be tissue paper or perhaps a carpenter’s incomplete
thought. His music of choice tonight is speed metal, hard, roaring from the
speakers on his laptop that are woefully inadequate for more than ambience.
The room is dark, the dark of midnight and the absence of street lights. They
are fucking. Phil tries to close his eyes and focus on the guitars but they are
sharp, the bass but it is quick, the vocals but they are high and agitating, the
drums but the drums are one room away, slapping and tinging and crashing
and all he can hear is the fucking and all he can see is the faint outline of his
empty hand lying on the pillowcase and how seductive his fingers are in the
dark where no one bothers to see, how they used to feel her heartbeat through
her breastbone and how it would quicken into questions to keep pace with
their breaths and how he never called it fucking back then but it nevertheless
was, hot and stationary after a wind in the trees that tore away leaves to strike
the windows of his room and then died off, leaving the leaves clumped against
the side of the house where he wanted to rake them away but could not. They
are fucking against the wall that has no space for love and his bed is shaking
and the leaves are falling. Phil thinks of an evergreen tree, how the needles
stick and draw blood but are always there like a long symphony, unbothered,
patient, and how she liked to sit at the edge of Eagle Lake and talk about the
trees in Meta with her unpainted toes in the water while all he could see was
the angle of her drifting blouse and all he wanted to do was fuck her in a pile
of October leaves and call it love without her knowing the difference but,
in the end, she always did. He doesn’t want to remember the quickness of
their arguments about the meanings of words and why he refused one and
embraced another. The song ends and Phil hears the moans through the wall
and he mutters Please stop fucking, in anger but there’s warmth there, too, and
nostalgia there, too, and pleading, too, like he’s talking to himself instead.
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Waiting
Erin leans her head back and lets the porch light kiss every inch of her
face, her eyes closed, her lips touching but in a loose way. The rain has not
started to fall, not yet, but the clouds are humming in flashes, to the west but
nearly overhead. Travis still has five minutes. She shifts forward and opens
her eyes and watches the lightning flicker across the front yard, making the
trees dance, their branches touching. Above her, a large moth taps against the
burning bulb. A single drop of water lands on the metal roof and reverberates.
She takes a drink of bourbon and feels the liquid burn her tongue and throat
and make shapes inside her stomach and moans a bit for the burning. As the
sky flashes, she pretends the trees are people and watches them, wondering
why they like to dance. He has four minutes. Perhaps, she thinks, it’s because
they are not tree but trees, and dancing always makes sense in multiples. A
series of raindrops snap against the brick steps leading out into the driveway.
The bourbon is sweating on the table to her right. She wonders if he’ll kiss
her lips tonight, or stay around the neck, just where her jaw meets her ear,
where he thinks she likes it. They danced, just once, in a dark bar where a
band played soft jazz beneath blue hues. The moth buzzes louder against the
glass. He kissed her neck there while they danced, she remembers, and she
had moaned gently, but so much more for the jazz and the deep blue light that
lit the curtains covering the walls, so much more for the dancing than his lips.
She takes a sip of bourbon and watches the black sky. He has three minutes.
They haven’t danced since, haven’t so much as left her house for more than a
bag of hamburgers, or sometimes a six-pack of cheap beer if he forgets. They
drink first, every time. She looks at her phone and scrolls through the list
of calls, notes the dates and times beneath his number, the dates and times
dancing along a calendar but consistent. The moth lands on her phone and
she brushes it away and takes another drink. The trees shift in the white-blue
light. He never notices when she starts drinking without him, or maybe he
doesn’t care. Her contact list, she sees, is small and inactive, and she wonders
if he’ll bring a Miles Davis album tonight. He has two minutes. She puts her
phone on the arm rest and the moth floats down onto the screen and she
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shakes it free, swinging it up toward the porch light, wishing the moth would
focus on just one light, even if it burned. The rain begins to fall in earnest. She
sees headlights coming down the lane and finishes her bourbon and stands.
The lightning shifts to the east, leaving the trees to shiver in the faint afterglow.
He parks his car in front of the house and she walks out into the rain to meet
him and discuss his punctuality before the headlights go out.

William Blake Gevedon
Drive
“Get out of my house if you can’t even take responsibility for yourself
Robert! God, I don’t know why I put up with you sometimes!” The door
slammed in Robert’s face. With a deep sigh he walked toward his car. At the
end of the sidewalk the sun gleamed off an SRT Viper. The sport car oozed a
confident danger with its black pearl paint job and sharp exterior. The top was
down, showing off a lush Italian leather interior. The awe-inducing sight of this
car was dampened by the form of a neighboring box-shaped gray Toyota Prius.
The Prius had a badly nicked door with chipped paint on the rear bumper,
giving the vehicle a distinctly resilient, if unimpressive, aura.
Walking down the sidewalk, Robert raised his hand to block the sunlight
reflecting from Orlando Rodriguez’s car, leaving him momentarily blinded.
Recovering from his temporary daze, he opened the door to his Prius and
slumped into the seat. He then pulled the gray door of his Toyota Prius closed
as a sigh left his mouth. “My goodness.... Julie is in one of her moods again. I
hope she feels better this evening or she may not like what I have planned for
us.” Glancing into his rear view mirror a withered face stared back. He sagged
further into the seat as thick rimmed glasses darkened his eyes. He supposed it
wasn’t surprising that she was upset with him. It wasn’t Julie’s fault that her dog
had been left out last night. She had said that it was his responsibility to bring
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him in if she let the Cocker Spaniel out, and well... Robert was certain that Julie
was right about that. It was only natural to share responsibility. “I’m so silly
sometimes. I’m just glad that she puts up with me.” A half-hearted smile left
Robert’s face as soon as it had come. He gathered his thoughts and pulled out
of the driveway, passing a tall black oak.
Robert pressed a button on the dash bringing the radio to life. He was met
with the less than soothing sounds of Radio Krunk 93.7 “all rap all day.” Robert
frowned as he fumbled with the dial, trying to quickly change the channel
without removing any hands from the wheel. It wouldn’t do for Robert to lose
control in a residential area. Children would be on their way to school about
now. His hand moved back to the steering wheel as the radio began playing top
40’s with Peter Layton. Robert enjoyed listening to this station, as it had music
mixed with morning talk and weather. Listening to this station was relaxing
and usually the best part of his day.
“Hey there folks! This is Peter Layton greeting you from the always sunny
Belmont, California. We’re gonna’ get things started with one slick track that’s
sweeping the nation. That’s right boys and girls it’s the new hit “Viva La Vida”
by Coldplay.”
Robert smiled as the song started playing. He mouthed the words as
his fingers drummed the steering wheel and his head began to bob. Just as
he began to really enjoy the song his phone started buzzing and ringing. Julie
was calling. Robert turned off the radio and pressed the answer button on his
dashboard with a trembling finger.
“Robert! You better not be leaving me here to find our dog alone! For
fuck’s sake, you’re the one who lost him in the first place.” Robert gulped as the
shaking rattled its way through his arms.
“Well uh... honey.”
“Don’t you honey me! I’m not going to put up with your bullshit like this
any longer! You’re lucky I don’t find someone else to --”
“Ho-Honey! I can’t really uh err.... afford to miss any more work since it’s
June and well, I’m already behind on this quarterly report.” Robert scratched
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at his chest nervously. “But don’t worry I’ll help you find Woofles, and I’ve got
a surprise for you tonight, so just wait until then and I’ll make it up to you.”
Robert waited as silence choked his mind, his bones rattled as he nervously
shook. He idly wondered if his car’s electric buzz was enough to cover his
shallow breathing.
“I suppose I can forgive you but only if this surprise is a good one. Yeah?”
“Of course dear, you won’t be disappointed!”
With that, the phone clicked and Robert’s shoulders slumped. His eyes
focused on the road as his hands directed the wheel of their own accord.
The smell of pine air freshener filled the car as Robert mulled over the
firm’s quarterly tax report. He still had to go over the tax information with
the department heads. That meant he would have to deal with the human
resources head Matthew Kinner. He was dreading that, enough so that the
simple thought of having to interact with Mr. Kinner gave him the beginnings
of a cold sweat. Trying to steady himself he focused on the road even more.
“Well at least you’ll listen to me my good little Prius?” The electric engine
hummed in response as his nerves steadied a bit and he took a right after
slowing for a stop sign.
Robert paused as he noticed an anomaly a mile or so down the road.
Past the eighth mile marker light simply disappeared. A quick glance upwards
showed that there were no clouds to cause such an odd shift in lighting. He
could make out the road and that it kept going, but the light showed no sign of
life beyond the dark. It was as if that stretch of road were plagued with a primal
evil so foul that even light dared not enter. The thought of this made Robert
scoff. He had driven on this road every day for the last 15 years. There was
nothing to be worried about at all. It was probably just one of those scientific
anomalies like sunspots or whale calls. With a strange resolve, Robert drove
into the inky blackness.
His pulse began to rise as his heart involuntarily started racing. The hibeams flicked on as Robert tried to take in what he could of his surroundings.
The lights seemed to hit invisible walls, as if the road did not want to reveal
more to him than it deemed necessary to keep him moving forward. As the
car was propelled onward, Robert checked his car’s clock to find that it was
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only 6:42. He had been driving for at least a couple of minutes, and yet the
clock hadn’t moved. Eyes wide and heart still beating heavily Robert began to
press the accelerator further and further down. The Prius whined and roared
as it rallied to the demands of its master. 60, 70, 80, 100 miles per hour and
still Robert kept pressing. His tongue licked sweaty lips as a wicked grin crept
onto his face, the sound of blood pumping through his ears. This excitement is
what cars were made for, not for taking a man to work only to be made small
and weak by his so called peers. Robert began to shake as a small chuckle
escaped his harlequin face. That chuckle turned to laughter as he drove along
the lightless track.
A turn came up and he swerved to make it. Light blinded him as he came
out of the turn and the street came flying at him. Robert slammed the brakes
and gasped as he pulled onto the shoulder. Hands shaking he ran a palm over
his face as he checked himself in the mirror. Wide eyes gazed back at him as his
pupils slowly shrank, his mouth gaping in horror.
“What the hell was that?” mouth dry, Robert tried to swallow and steady
his nerves. That was ridiculously dangerous, what had he been thinking?
“I should never do things like that, Julie would kill me if she knew I wasn’t
treating my things properly, I need to get it together.” After five minutes, Robert
looked at the clock and saw he only had 10 minutes to get to work and start on
the quarterly tax report. With that thought in mind he fixed his mirror, took a
deep breath, and pulled off the shoulder.
The Moore Driscoll accounting firm building. It was a squat three story
building that handled local businesses accounting needs. The top floor was
rented out to the Bad Bugs Pest Control company. Their company motto, “No
Refunds”. Ironically enough the second floor which Robert worked on was
dealing with a rather severe lady bug problem. They always started to show
their faces when the weather got warm and this year was no exception. Robert
opened the gate to the elevator and stepped in. He began to pull it down when
a voice stopped the gate screeching.
“Hold the gate Bobert.” Robert glanced past his glasses. Matthew Kinner
wiped purple jelly from his face with his hot pink suit sleeve as he leisurely
approached the elevator. Robert gulped and subtly checked the time on his
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Motorola Razr. The electric clock revealed a pitiless 7:08, eight minutes past
clock-in time.
“Hello mi- mister Kinner, lovely morning isn’t it sir?” A weak smile
smeared its way onto Robert’s face as he hoped that his boss wouldn’t make a
big deal out of his tardiness.
“I suppose it’s nice enough Bobbie. Shut the gate and take us up.” The gate
pulled to a close as they began their ascent to the second floor. Robert glanced
up slightly to see if Mr. Kinner was looking at him. His glance fled instantly as
he saw he was being stared at. Pulling a handkerchief out of his pocket, Robert
started patting his face and subtly covered his nose. Mr. Kinner finished his
donut with a slurp and belch and began to whistle a tune resembling an off-key
version of Claire De Lune.
“Are you a fan of Debussy sir?”
“Debsy? Who the hell is that? Oh, is that the fella who came up with that
song at the end of Ocean’s Eleven. I tell ya, that part where they showed all
the titter gals ads at the end of that movie was great. Ya think that Debsy guy
thought of that, or was he just in charge of the music?” Robert shifted slightly
and gave a stuttered reply.
“Debussy was the man who wrote the song you were whistling. I don’t
uhh really know about the rest of that sir.”
“Yeah I wouldn’t expect a mousey kid like you to understand the cinema.
It’s alright though, maybe you could read about it on the Wikipedia so we
could chat about it.”
“I guess I should do that sir.” With that the elevator jolted to a stop as Mr.
Kinner pulled open the gate and walked to his office in the corner. A breath
of relief escaped Robert’s lips as he watched Mr. Kinner open the door to his
office. He hadn’t had to deal with any reprimands due to his tardiness. Robert
sat down and booted up his computer. The old CRT monitor flickered slowly
to life as if appearing too quickly would break it. While the computer booted
up Robert stood and walked to the break room. The brown carpet rustled
slightly as he shuffled past a few desks and opened the windowed door to
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the break room. A cabinet opened and Robert pulled out a coffee filter and
spooned in grounds. While doing this he had some time to think about that
morning’s odd drive. Why had he acted like that? He was lucky he didn’t get
pulled over for going that fast, or worse a wreck. He always treated his car
better than that and it probably couldn’t take that kind of speed, it was made
for gas mileage not performance. For God’s sake, it’s a Prius.
“Although...” As he poured the coffee into his cup, the edge of Robert’s
mouth seemed to perk for just an instant. He left the break room. “I really
shouldn’t drive my Prius like that.” He sat back at his computer, nose filled with
the smell of stale coffee as he logged in. His fingers typed as his shoulders rose
from their slump.
Robert walked out of the Driscoll accounting firm with his head held
high. The thought of his romantic anniversary dinner filled his head. He
had planned this for weeks, first he would take Julie to a lovely dinner at
Restaurant d’absurdité which he had booked a month in advance. This would
be followed by a walk along Main Street to the local theatre. It was a run-down
old building, but they still put on great plays with a more than talented cast of
youths, and tonight they would be showing Macbeth. After the play Julie and
Robert would take a drive to Renatus Peak. This was where he had taken her
three years ago to ask her hand in marriage, to this Julie gave a resounding yes
after making sure that he understood his husbandly duties which of course
included putting the needs of your wife above your own. Robert had thought
that a fair enough deal to marry the most beautiful girl he had ever dated, an
admittedly small pool.
Shaking his head of these thoughts, Robert moved to step towards his car
when a pink garbed arm latched onto his shoulder. Robert began to sweat.
“Bobbie boy! You’re just the guy I was hoping to see.” A crooked grin
squirmed on Mr. Kinner’s face as he gave Robert a deformed twitch of a wink.
“I noticed you were awfully late this morning, and we didn’t get quite enough
done today as I had hoped. I was wondering if you would be willing to pick up
some of the slack.” Kinner cleaned off his left incisor with his tongue, filling the
air with a low squeaking sound.
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“Well sir, I was going to take my wife out to a night on the town, you see
it’s a big surprise and I-” Robert glanced at Mr. Kinner as he coughed into his
hand. An odd sort of squirming feeling began to wriggle in his stomach.
“Well if you don’t want to be a team player Bobbie that’s a-alright with
me, I’ll just head on out and start filling out some of my own paperwork.” Mr.
Kinner snorted and turned around. Robert’s eyes widened. What should he
do? It is his job he’s talking about, Julie would have to understand if he was a bit
late. His stomach tightened as an alien writhing made him cringe.
“I can stay and finish sir, just for an hour. Would that be okay?” Robert’s
eyes narrowed as a frown fell on his face.
“Why, yes. I believe that will do just fine. Now you best hurry up, I’d hate
for ya to miss your date!” Mr. Kinner turned and wiped his forehead of sweat
to ill effect and shook Robert’s hand, leaving the greasy ill feeling of a bad deal
stricken. The writhing burrowed deeper into Robert as his shoulders slumped
and walked into the linoleum lobby. The elevator gate slammed shut.
Robert looked at his phone as he jogged out of the building. There was
no time to waste, as it was already 6:00. He had finished all of his work for
the week. Upon going to the top floor, he found no other jobs in need of his
attention, but still had to put in the hours elsewise he would have been in
jeopardy. The door to Robert’s car slammed as rubber burned in haste. He
only had a half hour to pick up Julie. A buzz rang out as Robert snatched the
phone and flipped it open.
“Hey babe, I’m on my way home right now. I had to put in some extra
time at work but don’t worry I’ll be there in 15 minutes.”
“You better be, I’ve been sitting here ready for the last half hour waiting for
something to make up for the dog you lost this morning.” Despite her words,
the promise of a surprise kept the spite at bay. Robert was at least thankful of
that.
“Yes, and I’m sorry, but I’ve got to get off the phone because I’m going a
bit faster than I probably should be. I’ll be home in just a bit. Love you, bye.”
The phone snapped shut as Robert cringed. The squirming feeling intensified.
“What is that...?” Robert bit his tongue. It felt like some serpentine blackness
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was eating away at his core. His eyes widened in a hate filled gaze as he thought
about his day. “Who the fuck are they to treat me like that? I’m nothing if not
the best employee at that shitty company and how does Kinner repay me but
to take advantage of me? And Julie, I go out of my way to plan all of this shit for
us and what do...” Robert paused as what he was saying sank in. This wasn’t like
him at all, he was no braggart. He was late and Julie had a right to expect him
to be on time, it certainly wasn’t unreasonable was it? Kinner was inconvenient
but still, if the company needs something during crunch time, it needs it. He
had asked him, and Robert did accept. As these thoughts entered his head his
stomach tightened and wriggled and turned like some mockery of a snake pit.
Robert ground his teeth. It would all be worth it when tonight was over.
The scratched gray Prius turned into the curb and came to a stop. Robert
gave a honk of his horn. Robert leaned back in his chair and the motor
hummed faintly. His eyes rested on their modest house. Julie and Robert
had decided to buy in a slightly more upscale part of town. The house of
theirs was certainly not as impressive as the more upscale pseudo-colonial
home that neighbored them, but it was certainly enough to content Robert.
It was unfortunate that the only home within a solid mile of theirs would be
so impressive. Julie wasn’t as keen on the brick ranch house they lived in but
seldom mentioned her discontent. It had always been a more subtle distaste, as
she gazed longingly at the home neighboring theirs with a jealous look in her
eye not unlike a cannibal being served salad.
A stone brown door shut as high heels clacked along the sidewalk toward
Robert’s car. Long tanned legs carried a woman roughly 5’8” steadily toward
the Prius. Her manicured hands let loose a strand of wavy black hair that that
had been twirled into a curl. Julie opened the door and stepped into the car,
her sharp face smiled at Robert. Frozen blue quartz eyes belied the smile as she
strapped her seatbelt in.
“So how was Woofles? He didn’t get into any trouble did he?”
“No, he was okay once I found him in the neighbor’s yard. I’m sorry babe
I was just a bit flustered this morning. You didn’t think I was really that mad did
you?”
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“Of course not dear! I know you would never get mad at me like that...”
Robert said as he pulled off the curb and began their journey towards
Restaurant d’absurdité.
“So where did you find Woofles?”
“He was in Orlando’s flowerbed again. I had to smooth things over with
him.”
“Well I hope he didn’t give you too rough of a time did he?”
“Oh no, he was... more than accommodating.” Julie’s eyes glinted as a
knowing smile warmed her face. “Although I will say that he was quite upset
with you for letting the dog out and losing him in the first place. He’s going
to have to replant his tulips now.” A sharp frown cut through her smile at that.
Robert frowned as well.
“Honey, I don’t really think it’s my fault Woofles got lost, since you let him
out in the first place. I’m somewhat sure of that.” Julie narrowed her eyes.
“So what was your surprise anyway? Where are we going?”
“Oh, well we’re going to Restaurant d’absurdité! Isn’t that great? I had to
reserve it a whole month in advance but tonight is the night and you’re going
to have the night of your dreams!” The eels in Robert’s stomach settled as he
said this. He was more than excited to show Julie a fantastic night.
“Hrmm, you know I was talking to Orlando the other night and he
said that place was overrated. But, I’m sure it will be fun enough for us. Are
we going to be doing anything else tonight?” Robert’s face fell at that, as his
stomach tightened a bit.
“Of course! But you’ll just have to see it when we get there” Robert gave
Julie a wink as a small smile squirmed onto her face.
“Well I’m sure the night will only get better from here.” Julie put her hand
on her wrist and glanced out the window. Clouds were starting to form. “I
hope it doesn’t storm tonight. I didn’t bring a coat.”
The Prius came to a stop beside a path leading to the french doors of
Restaurant d’absurdité. The couple stepped out onto the slender green carpet
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of the walkway. Robert handed his key to the valet garbed in red dress of the
layman. The valet coughed as Robert began to walk by.
“Oh, err so-sORRY I well this is my first, errr here’s a tip sir. Thanks you. I
mean thank you.” Robert pulled the neck of his collar as the valet raised a brow
and snorted brushing past Robert and left to park their car. Robert turned back
to walk Julie in, but was greeted only with the sight of her black skirt fluttering
to the sound of a french door shutting. Robert jogged through the door.
Julie and Robert walked towards a tall slender man standing behind a
podium. His fingers twitched and writhed as pen scraped across hard paper.
“Excuse me sir, I had a reservation for tonight.”
Beady eyes glanced at Robert disinterestedly for a moment, then a gleam
slithered into his eyes.
“Why hello there, what was the surname on your reservation?”
“Oh, sorry the name is Robert and Julie Blythe.” Robert smiled as he
rubbed his forearm in anticipation of a response.
“Yes, here we go, I’ll have a waiter come and take you to your seat.” The
slender man snapped his fingers as a young waiter came to them and nodded
curtly.
“If you will follow me to your table.” The waiter gave a sharp turn and
started walking toward their table. The slender man turned toward Robert.
“I hope you have a lovely evening sir. You’ve been in need of this for a
long time.” the tarantula hand latched onto Robert’s shoulder for a moment
as he squirmed in protest. His stomach began to writhe as the slithering
slowly spread. Just as Robert began to feel ill the arachnid appendage fled his
shoulder, and Robert quickly followed to their table and sat down opposite his
wife.
“Did that guy seem off to you? He was a little too... touchy.” Robert’s skin
crawled as his face scrunched up. A sigh ripped from her throat as she rolled
her eyes.
“Robert, maybe we could just have a nice evening? Seriously, that guy was
just a regular Maitre de.” Robert raised a brow. He certainly didn’t think the
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man had been normal but left the subject. Their waiter returned and Robert
began to order.
The whole of the dinner Robert couldn’t help but frown. Robert sat
and watched as Julie made idle small talk in between bites of Coq au Vin.
He routinely lost focus, his eyes lingering on the necklace he had gotten her
two years ago. Her eyes had gleamed when she opened the Kay Jewelers box
as she jumped up and down, grabbing Robert in a lovers grasp. He couldn’t
remember the last time Julie was that happy. More often than not she seemed
to just accept these gifts as tokens of duty presented by a patron fit only to
reside through means of bribe.
“Robert, have you been listening to me?” Eyes snapped back as receding
blackness met cold blue stone. A phantom sneer melted from his face.
“I’m going to step outside. I need some fresh air.” Robert didn’t wait on
a response, tossing the napkin onto his table as he rushed through a door of
metal roses. Robert came out in an alley as frigid air shrank his lungs.
“Rough night pal?” Robert’s neck snapped to the sound of a locomotive
voice. A waiter sat on an overturned milk carton. The smoke from his cigarette
slithered and rose as two vipers dancing out from a burning egg. “You look like
a bat outta hell pal. Want a smoke?” The man pulled a pack of Lucky Strikes
out of his shirt pocket and flipped a white stick to Robert.
“Thanks pal, yeah. I guess you could say I...”
“Need a change of pace?” The man said, fingernails rubbing sandpaper
stubble as a grin wrinkled his eyes. “Yeah, I could see that. Well if there’s one
thing I know, you ought to trust your gut with that stuff.”
“Yeah, but what if you know you shouldn’t think the things your gut says?
You know, real bad stuff. The kind of stuff that leaves you feeling dirty.” Robert
rubbed his stomach, calming the writhing mass inside.
“That’s a tough one. I guess that’s up to you. Personally, I don’t see much
in putting up with other people’s shit.” Callous fingers extinguished the
flaming tip. “But what do I know, I’m just some forty year old waiter, wouldn’t
go around taking my advice. Good luck though.” With that the man pushed
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himself up from his knees and gave Robert a pat. As he left, Julie walked
through the iron rose door.
“You know Robert, you shouldn’t leave me alone in a restaurant like that.
You never know who I may leave with.” Julie gave a harsh chuckle. “Yick, were
you smoking with that brute out here? You know you’ll just get cancer if you
do that.” She put a hand to her nose as she coughed. Robert’s eyes smoldered
as he brushed off his khaki pants. The serpents twisted twixt his ribs with the
deliberate persistence of a boa.
“Julie, shutup and get in the car.”
“What did you say to me!?” Robert’s eyes locked with hers as a stone
sneer weathered her gaze.
“Get in the fucking car right now. We are leaving.” Julie quizzically looked
at Robert before leisurely turning and walking to the chauffeur station. Robert
handed the ticket for their car to the valet and waited to drive.
The car door slammed as Robert’s seatbelt clicked. Robert sat in his car,
a black gaze seeped from his eyes into the abyss as his hands wrung the neck
of his steering wheel. They sat in the car for a moment with only the choking
sound of the steering wheel pervading the oppressive silence.
“So do you want to explain that shit Robert? Are you happy with
yourself ? You’re ruining a perfectly good anniversary night with your bullshit
once again!” Julie ran a hand through her hair. Robert sat. “Well? You know
what, let’s just go home. I’m done with this bullshit. You can’t even go out
and have a good time without literally ruining my night can you!?” Julie then
turned to look at Robert. Her scolding eyes dimmed as she noticed something
amiss. Robert raised his head and tilted it toward Julie. A wicked grin sliced his
face.
“You’re right Julie, let’s go have some fun.” The gear shift sprang to life as
rubber peeled, leaving a black fog in their wake. A hard swerve and the sound
of horns as the reserved hum of the car gave bloody birth to a shrieking roar,
horns blaring in the ether.
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“What are you doing Robert? This isn’t funny” Robert’s seizing eyes
turned to Julie. She was not in control as she quivered in the corner. The smell
of her shame filled the car as she shrank into herself even further. Robert
started slamming his fist on the dash as knobs and screens shattered and
flew through the air. The shrieking roar of the engine swelled and thickened
into an unstoppable assertion. The road changed from grey to black as the
world around lost all color. Darkness ate the light. Julie desperately pulled on
the handle of her door but the latch held strong as her cries left the vehicle
unmoved.
“Isn’t this fun? Isn’t this great? I love this shit! It’s like I’m going and going
and you can’t fucking stop me and nobody can. The god damned snakes
finally stopped biting and choking my stomach and it’s just great! What’s the
matter honey, not having any fun? We can fix that.” Mania filled Robert’s voice
as he started yelling and punching and swerving. The black around them
writhed and moved as a pit of sin unlocking the path ahead by eating the world
that had been holding Robert captive. Julie crouched in her seat and hugged
herself giving silent prayer.
“Just stop it....”
A grey bolt ripped out of the black and back into the night. The car was
now on his house’s road roaring and speeding. A whimper shuddered through
Julie’s core as tears welled in her eyes. Manic joy swelled in Robert’s chest as he
spewed demented laughter. Speeding and speeding down the crooked road,
wheels clinging to asphalt in shrieking desperation. The grey bolt violently
stopped with a thundering crash as the front end of the car sat lodged in a tree.
Blood seeped through the shattered fragments of the front windshield. The
vehicle stood still that night.
Robert raised a hand to his head as sun gleamed through his cracked owl
glasses. The thunderous pain of the crash shook Robert’s body as he noticed
it was no longer night. “What in the world?” Robert glanced to his right, eyes
widened as the broken frame of his spouse lay embracing the hood of his car,
ripped by glass and metal. “Oh my...” Robert looked around, nobody was here,
Orlando must have not been home last night. “Okay okay, what time is it? Shit,
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it’s 6 in the morning. The busses will be driving through here anytime. What
do I do? I need to get to work, or Mr. Kinner will, okay ummm let’s just stay
calm.” Robert ran a hand through his hair as he placed his phone back into his
pocket. He decided he had to get to work or this day would only get worse. He
stared at Julie for a moment before shoving the bent door of his Prius. A few
kicks and the door gave way with metallic grind and Robert slithered toward
his house.
Robert checked his phone as he left his home. “It’s 6:30, I can still make
it.”
A car door sounded shut. “Hola Rob... What happened here!?” Orlando
Rodriguez’s Italian leather loafers rustled the grass as he jogged over to the
accident in Robert’s yard. Orlando’s keys softly clinked on the ground as his
hands flew over his mouth. “Is that Julie? Oh my god. What happened to her
Robert? Have you called the police? I just got back, or I would have been here
earlier.” A thousand questions spewed from the tanned tall Spaniard in a suave
voice as he ran towards Julie, tears swelling as he checked her pulse. Robert
stood, as his mind raced. What felt like a large python welled up from Robert’s
stomach and through his throat as he heard a hiss.
Robert seized the moment and ran to grab Orlando’s keys. Orlando
stood shocked as he watched Robert run to his black Viper and speed off in
the sports car.
“Robert! You goddamned bastardo! Your wife is lying here dead and
you leave her? Fuck you! Fuck you!.” The passionate yells of the Spaniard rang
hollow as Robert was too far gone to hear them.
Robert pulled into the parking lot of his accounting firm. He took a
useless calming breath and looked in the mirror repositioning his cracked
glasses.
“Just a normal day at the office.” Robert scratched his nose and opened
the car door. The sun pressed on his eyes as he squinted his way toward the
lobby entrance. Now inside the lobby, Robert strode toward the gated elevator,
a thud sounded as it shut. The grinding of gears and cables groaned as he was
lifted toward his daily office. The thought of being in Mr. Kinner’s good graces
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due to his work yesterday reaffirmed him. A pang of guilt ran through him as
Julie entered his mind. The thought was stabbed and swallowed by the black
viper now slithering through his head. The elevator stopped and Robert pulled
the door open as the smell of stale coffee filled his nose. He began working.
“Bobbie, I need to have a few words with ya. Granted, I would just hate to
put your work second to what I need, so you just come over to my office when
you feel like it sport.” Smug incompetence ran through Kinner’s voice. Robert
stopped typing as he sneered. Robert silently choked the air for a second
and then shot out of his seat. He stalked toward Mr. Kinner’s office, forcefully
shutting the door and sitting in the green cushioned frame chair. Robert rest
his chin on interlocked fingers as his eyes pierced his superior.
“Glad you could make it on such short notice.” Kinner ignored Robert’s
seething visage. “Look Bobbie, I know ya put in that extra hour last night,
but it just doesn’t do anybody any good if you’re going to be selfish about it.
Now look, I’m only going to dock half a day’s pay for insubordination. Just
remember Bobbie” He picked up a gold embroidered plaque from his wall.
“I got this three years running. It’s for teamwork, and I think I can teach you a
couple of things about being a team player. It’s only natural to be selfish, but we
can fix that Bobbie.”
“Robert”
“What was that?”
“My name isn’t ‘Bobbie’, it’s Robert.”
“Well tomatoes, potatoes, am I right Bobbie?” Kinner rubbed his tooth
idly with his tongue as a rat-like squeak set Robert on edge.
“Can I see that teamwork plaque Mr. Kinner?”
“Why sure you can.” Kinner’s sweaty hand offered the plaque to Robert
he gave a prideful grin.
“Don’t be too jealous now, it’s not just anybody that can get that kind of
recognition.”
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“Oh, I’m sure you’re really quite special sir.” Robert’s eyes drank in the
sight of this plaque as foul thoughts ran through his mind. Robert gripped
tight the metal plaque and struck Kinner in the jaw. A sharp gasp escaped his
boss’s mouth as the plaque laid into his skull.
“I’m a team player now aren’t I? Is this good enough for you? Maybe now,
everybody will pay attention to you!” Robert’s frame shook as he breathed
heavily. His shoulders slumped as his eyes grew black. A soft chuckle left his
lips as he dropped the plaque in the sanguine pool forming in the green carpet.
“I think I’ll go for a drive.” Robert quickly left the building as the screams
of panic and sirens began to sound. Robert slammed the door to the black
sports car and raced down the road. The coffee leather seats began to stain
from the blood on Robert’s shirt as he began to whistle to himself. Robert’s
foot floored the pedal as the car shot onto the interstate. Horns honked as
sirens blared. Flashing blue and red shone in the rearview mirror. A tunnel lay
ahead filled with an inky blackness that ate the sun. He only smiled as the black
Viper sped on.
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Misty Skaggs
Work From Home
Bethie squished the cordless phone somewhere between her double chin
and her hidden shoulder blade. Her voice was a breathy surprise reverberating
through the double-wide kitchen. Her purr bounced off cast iron skillets and
kitschy knick-knacks and Mason jars brimming with pickled beans and hot
kraut. It was the lilting tone of a honky-tonk barfly buzzing lazily, floating in the
bright, light space. It was a contradiction to the being who issued the sound.
Bethie was busy and determined, much more like a bee than a barfly as she
skittered around the kitchen, dancing out the familiar pattern of her daily
routine as a wife and a mother in the hills around her hometown. There was
a loaf of spongy light bread and three lunch buckets lined up on the counter
next to an industrial sized can of Miracle Whip.
“Me?” she giggled to the heavy-breathing stranger on the other end of the
line, “I’m a double d! And, I’m tall and skinny with real lonnnnng legs. And I’m
a natural redhead, if you know what I mean darlin’!”
Bethie was a dishwater blonde and her legs were hairy because she didn’t
have the time to bother shaving. She was tall, that much was truth. But she had
never been skinny and had filled out considerably since the twins came along
seven years ago. Candie Sue, her work day persona, was an amalgamation. A
mixture of sexy, backwoods stereotype and the progressive, aggressive girls
she’d made out with during her liberal arts college era.
“Ohhhh, I just looove older men. Can I call you Daddy?” Bethie crooned
with fake fervor as she rolled her eyes and attacked a roll of Kentucky Border
baloney with a butcher knife.
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Dirty Hands
“Oh, honey! I could just eat you up!”
Girlie turned from the shallow, stained basin where she had been fully
concentrated on lathering and lathering and lathering her little hands. She
looked up and up and up to find the bubbly source from which the intimate,
unexpected compliment had sprung. The tall, brash brunette stood at least a
foot above her head, hovering behind Girlie in the grimey, bathroom mirror.
“I make my own soap,” she confessed, color coming to her ripe apple
cheeks, “with goat milk and clover honey and a little bit of almond oil.”
Girlie thanked her with the basic gist of a recipe passed down to her
by women who did not look as though they should be soft, but were. The
bathroom was even dirtier than the rest of the diner. The entire building was
coated in a layer of nicotine and grease, filtered through the bloated bodies
of truck-drivers who chain-smoked as they sipped strong coffee and inhaled
chicken-fried steak. Horny men from the highway, half of whom had a fork
in one hand and a cigarette in the other. Girlie had already slipped away from
her table to wash her hands four times. Four times, she unwrapped the tiny,
travel-size hunk of comfort she kept in her pocket book. Four times she untied
a red ribbon bow and religiously laid out the itty bitty bar on the filthy sink so
it glowed under the stuttering light of a single, bare bulb. Like a beacon, Girlie
imagined, like a shrine.
“Well, I am particular about my smells,” said the tan, taut truck stop
stranger as she nodded at her own reflection and touched the tip of her
perfect, aquiline nose with a poorly manicured finger. “ and that’s classy. You
could sell that shit at Macy’s!”
Girlie couldn’t help laughing as she reached for the soapy shrine, blotting
bubbles with a starched, white handkerchief. The beautiful waitress in the
tacky uniform laughed along. Girlie’s head tilted curiously as she took in the
very woman she had come to this dump to meet. It occurred to her that her
husband didn’t have a “type”. Girlie was good looking. She knew it. But in an
opposite way. She wasn’t leggy like Marvelle, whose name was scrawled in
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slanty, seductive cursive on a plastic tag. She wasn’t sultry. Girlie was a doll. His
doll baby. Her curls were golden and tight and perfectly pinned into place. Her
body was sweet and petite. Marvelle, however, was obviously a woman who
knew how to handle dangerous curves.

Ben Caldwell
Bluegrass
Occasionally the old men who sit in front of the Shepherd Falls
courthouse and whittle speak in low, sad tones about one of their old friends,
a nice but delusional young banjo picker who up and disappeared one day
after his wife left him for a mine boss with a bigger paycheck and a bigger
house. They all give a hollow laugh when one of them jokes that the boss’s
bank account wasn’t the only thing he had that was bigger. You can tell they
feel sorry for the man, but blame him for his own fate; it was only his own
stubbornness that kept him from taking a real job and giving his family some
stability.
In high school the young man was one of those rare individuals blessed
with both physical and mental ability. He was a tall, broad-shouldered,
naturally muscled man who could have worked for any mine or logging
company in a three county area. He was also a natural scholar, well read and
good with numbers, and was actively pursued by the admissions department
of Cumberland College; there was no question he could have done well in
academia. Instead of seeking work or education, however, he applied all his
energy to playing the beat-up hand-me-down banjo he received from his
grandfather. Even as he grew older, found love, and tried to start a family, he
insisted on waiting to be discovered by a producer from Nashville, and that
doing any work but writing music was going to hinder his creative process.
After only two years of marriage, his wife got tired of waiting around
for his success – or she may have simply hated living in poverty. She and
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her husband disappeared on the same day, but she resurfaced a year later
in Pikeville, newly married to a coal company executive and expecting a
baby. Her former husband never reappeared. For years, the man’s family had
accused his wife of murder, but eventually they were forced to accept that
there was no evidence to support it. The man’s friends like to believe that he
somehow made it Nashville, even if that only meant playing in a cover band in
a seedy honky-tonk. Most people believe he found some hidden cave in some
hidden holler and put a gun to his head and let that be the end of it. The only
thing anyone can agree on is that he isn’t in Shepherd Falls anymore.
The young man, the banjo player who swore with his every breath that
he’d make it big, was a decent singer, decent songwriter, and decent picker –
but decent doesn’t get a record deal. He wrote tirelessly, taped his pickings
with a cheap cassette tape recorder he bought secondhand, mailed his work
to every bluegrass and country player he knew of and crossed his fingers that
one of them would pay attention to the package from an ardent fan. He played
at county fairs, at church gatherings, at lunchtime in the diner, with his banjo
case open for tips, a little cardboard sign placed in the top of the case: “Going
to Nashville.” He told his wife, his beautiful wife, that soon he’d get lucky and
someone would find him and they wouldn’t just finally have a car and a real
house, they would be richer than she could imagine, and that all of his work
was only possible because of her patience and love.
It was 1976, though, and Nashville had no room for a banjo. Bluegrass
was falling out of style, and outlaw country was the moneymaker. The young
man could not rebrand himself into a rebel and a rocker, though. He only
knew how to write love songs and folksy ballads, beating the same path as
countless others every time he put his pen to paper, and everyone who heard
his songs could see it plain as day that they were just love letters to his wife. He
could still earn some tips from those with kind hearts or those who pitied him,
but the people of Shepherd Falls were growing tired of his musical begging.
On a stifling July day, the musician walked through the doors of the diner
in town at lunchtime and was met with a collective groan from the patrons.
He paused, rattled, but walked over to his usual booth and laid his banjo
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case on the opposite seat. As he started to open the case, he felt a tap on his
shoulder. The cook had come out, a short woman with her hair in a net and
a sauce-stained apron. “You are not playing in here today. Just you being here
every day is costing me business.” She jabbed her finger at his banjo. “You’re
welcome to stay and eat, but you ain’t playing that thing today.”
The young man was stunned. “But I’ve always played.”
The cook snorted. “Well it’s about time you took a real job and got your
money some other way! Now if you’ve got no interest in being a customer, I
suggest you leave.” She gave him one last glare and walked back to the kitchen.
The man stood in shock, debating whether he should stay. He reached down
to grab his banjo, deciding he had to at least try to play, and was met with a
chorus of yells from the other seats.
“If you’re gonna cover someone, at least cover someone good! Come
back when you know some Waylon!”
“We get it, you love your wife!”
“Play a guitar, not that twangy hunk of junk!”
The musician was horrified. He closed the lid of his banjo case and left
the restaurant, cries of “Good riddance!” and “Get a real job!” following him as
he left.
He thought he might have better luck if he played on the street corner by
the courthouse, but he was stopped by the sheriff before he could even set his
banjo down. “Now son,” the sheriff said, “we’ve let you get away with playing
for money for a long while now, even right here by the courthouse, but folks
are tired of it. We expected you’d have gotten it out of your system by now, and
we just can’t let you keep playing. It’s against the city ordinance, and if you start
up again, I’m gonna have to fine you for disturbing the peace.”
The young man dropped his head, mumbled “Yes, sir,” and walked off.
He’d walked all the way from his house that morning; now it was after noon
and instead of earning money, he had lost his two most important venues.
There was nowhere else for him to play – no festivals were going on, and
church wasn’t in service in the middle of the week – so he had no choice but to
wander his way back home.
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He took the walk back slowly, debating whether he should even make
the trip tomorrow. People were tired of hearing his music, but he could
overcome that. He was an artist, after all, and artists thrived on opposition. He
could start his best work now, and produce songs that would have the nation
enthralled. He would triumph in this!
He knew that was a foolish dream, though. He only knew how to write
love songs, and his only passion was playing an instrument that nobody
wanted to hear. His only hope at making it in music was to change with the
times, and he simply could not do that. He was no outlaw, he was no rebel, he
wasn’t even really talented; he was a mediocre bluegrass picker who had never
written a truly original song in his life.
When he made it home that evening, the front door of his singlewide
was swinging open and a letter was taped to it. He read as far as the word
“unfaithful” and turned back around, dropping the letter to the ground as he
walked into the sunset like the cowboy he could never become.
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Mark Halliday
As It Were
If I won’t go fishing then what will I do? What is it about? It’s about using
your body. To have an impact. To reorder the surrounding mess. It’s about
flexing your limbs and your capacities. The sunlight is pouring down. The
day is hot and wide open. It’s for something. The idea is to get into this world
. . . Oh sunlight pouring down making my hair hot. My father tried to interest
me in archery and skiing. He tried to interest me in the colored wires which
had to be connected properly in the back of the TV set. He tried to interest
me in building a treehouse but I basically just watched him do it. But I did
swing on the trapeze he put up for us behind Charlie Duncan’s house. I did, I
swung vigorously and frequently and rather bravely, kicking my legs way out,
going over the bar. I stretched my limbs. I was physically in the world. It was
stretching and leaping and swinging for no practical purpose. But even then
for more hours of each day I was on the floor of a quiet room with a hundred
plastic soldiers in specific arcane configurations and I was cloudily devoted
to cloudy symbolic orders. The armies were not real armies, their meanings
were in my head, not measurable. The British were a sandy color and the
Germans were a dark forest green. Jeff and Bill had to nag and mock me to get
me outside for Roller Bat and Running Bases. But I did go out and play and I
did love those games. There were no wires, clips, bolts, plugs, fittings . . . I was
in the world partway. The baseball was round and smooth, the sun was hot.
Partway, partway.
And now I’m this man who won’t go fishing – unless someone practically
drags me – because I won’t care about the reel, the tackle, the flies, the lures,
the assorted hooks, the assorted hooks of the real, the gizmos, the doohickeys,
the whatnot, the bait. Nor the high boots, nor the outboard motor, nor the
nifty plastic bungchung in which you keep the caught fish. You go. You buy
the boat and gather the gear and have an impact out in the sunlight. I sit on a
bench. My Platonic bubble dream spirit just gazes, gazes, not at but through,
through to the vapor parlors of sheer unspecifiable potentiality. Not provably
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different enough from a fed sleepy cow standing stock-still in a barn. But what
after all is it (life) about? You say it’s about learning. You say experience. You
say it’s about getting your hands dirty. Being in it all. But I, I, I, I don’t quite see
it. I sit in a blue chair. I have a glass of iced coffee and The Collected Poems
of someone. I might open the book in a few minutes. I gaze out the window,
I gaze at the spines of other books. Once in a while, as it were, a fine bold
bluefish tugs on my line.
And anyway – in fifty years I’ll be free, gone, metaphysical, with no flat
tires to change, no hammer, no Phillips screwdriver, no polyurethane, no
masking tape – just fifty summers from today, unimpinged, free.

Stella Rose Dacci
Things Once Lost
Sierra could not drive far enough to escape the grayness. None of them
could; not she or either of the two friends that huddled together on the bench
seat of her rusting Ford. Gray had become the reality here, on the edge of
civilization. Nowhere had the subtle shift of climate been more perceptible
than here, South-central Alaska. Sierra did not care much about the world,
nor did she find much in it worth saving, but this damn weather, the grayness
of the suffocating fog, the days upon days of frigid rain. Further north, the
ice retreated more dramatically each summer. The thing she knew no one
had considered was that the liberated water vapor had to go somewhere. So
now the fog rolled in every summer, obscuring the sun and the entire sky so
completely that it no longer made any sense to look upward past the tops of
the pines.
“Tashia, hand me a smoke and a lighter.” Sierra asked the wispy, pale
brunette sitting in the middle seat.
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“I’ll just light it for you. You aren’t the best driver anyway.” Tashia said
absently, reaching for the pack in her breast pocket of her purple and green
flannel shirt.
“There should be a lighter in the cup holder.” Sierra said.
Tashia shuffled around for a few moments, searching. Her movements
caused Mark to stir. He peeled his face off of the passenger side window with
a hateful look, narrowing his green eyes and puckering his almost girlishly full
lips at them before repositioning himself dramatically and sticking his face
back to the glass, a decal. They both ignored him.
Sierra licked her lips, wished she had remembered her tiny tub of Carmex.
During the Alaskan winter, she knew that if there weren’t enough tubes of lip
balm for at least one pocket of every coat plus one for the glove compartment,
she would suffer. In the harsh winds and low temperatures, the chapping,
cracking and bleeding would only start at the lips, then creep outwards to
cheeks, chin, and nose.
“There’s no lighter here.” Tashia said finally.
“You have got to be kidding me.” Sierra said.
They rode in silence the rest of the way to The Gulch, listening to the
wind bluster angrily at the truck’s monstrous metal frame. The place was called
“Windy Bay” in any proper tourist pamphlet, but the locals just called it “The
Gulch,” and that is where they were going. The gloomy, fog-filled summer was
quickly coming to an end, the days were getting shorter—now only 18 hours
of daylight at a time—and soon forays such as this one would become distant
memories to ponder in the long days of darkness ahead.
The end of the summer offered no transition to winter. It always felt like
all the trees would count to three before dropping all the leaves at the same
time. Mark always found the transition more difficult than Tashia or Sierra.
Try as he might, Mark could never really accept the fact that it was going to
get colder and darker for 8 long months. He never complained much, but he
didn’t really have to either. Those kind of inner struggles simmer just under
the top layer of skin. Sierra embraced the changing of the season. In her mind,
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it was easier to accept some things as inevitable and move on. She had her
snowmobile at home, a present two birthdays ago, sitting under a ripped blue
tarp. She was counting the days until she would be able to throw a helmet over
her blonde hair and go meet God on the mountaintops. She would find the
steepest, most dangerous paths and dare him to catch her making a mistake.
Tashia was a more nervous sort, all the more pronounced in her wiry frame
and mousy features. She didn’t embrace winter like Sierra, and she didn’t
loathe it like Mark. Tashia usually just sighed and baked cookies. She liked
to make hot cocoa and sugar cookies to cheer up Mark’s spirit and warm up
Sierra’s bones. That was how the trio functioned, and why they functioned;
each of them were vastly different in a way that seemed to cover all the bases of
what it takes to survive. The greatest challenge of the long winter was against
one’s own mind, and it helped to have a friend or two to keep the balance.
Sierra parked between the highway and the railroad tracks. The curvy
highway, congested with RV’s during the summer, was now nearly deserted.
The only company the three had besides each other were the occasional Dall
sheep on the sheer rock face across the road and the ocean bay down below
the tracks.
Tashia elbowed Mark. “We’re here, get up.”
Mark muttered something under his breath before sitting up and rubbing
his eyes and then his dirty blonde beard. He pulled open the door and had to
grab it with both hands to keep it from blowing away. The wind was always
like that here, chilled and stabbing. He and Tashia piled out, turning away
from the wind to zip up jackets and button each button. Sierra took a moment
to search the truck again for her lighter, and did not find it.
They had to shout to each other to be heard over the wind. Talking down
here in The Gulch was the essence of powerlessness, to have each word tossed
and rolled around and ultimately stolen by the wind. It cut with the bitterness
of a broken heart on every inch of skin it found, stole away the breath of
anyone brave enough to look at it squarely. Sierra found that she was missing
the top button of her coat, and had to abide with the feeling of windy ice
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daggers stabbing her throat. She enjoyed the piercing feeling; it was bitter and
forceful and oh so alive.
They found their usual cove between two rocks, a place that would offer
a small respite from the wind until the tide rose and obscured it again.
“So, this is the end.” Sierra said, crossing her arms around her body.
“Another winter.”
“It is supposed to be a really bad one this time.” Tashia said. She ran a
nervous hand through her short, black hair. “
“Did summer ever get here in the first place?” Mark asked.
“Wanna toke?” Mark pulled out a joint and a lighter. When Sierra saw
Mark had a lighter she raised her eyebrows.
She and Tashia knew that he had withdrawn from high school this
year, that in a few weeks he would be heading off to Katchemak to work at a
fish cannery. The knowledge weighed heavy on the two girls; he would not
graduate with them and he would be moving so far away. Alaska was known to
be an animal that swallowed young men and spat out old ones. The Mark they
knew and loved would return older and harder than he was now, if he returned
at all. That was truth and that was reality. There was no way and no reason to
fight against it.
They passed the joint around in silence that was broken only by coughing
and underscored by the wrath of the wind cutting over ocean waves. Today
the water was choppy, each wave smacking at the shore instead of rolling over
it. The water was dark gray like the sky, a perfect endless reflection.
“How far do you think I could swim?” He asked them after a few
moments, the tiny roach slipping from his fingers and whipping away from
them.
“Forget about how far, I give you three minutes before hypothermia sets
in.” Sierra said. “If it were July you might make it for six.”
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“Not to mention the glacial silt acts like quicksand.” Tashia added. “You
take one step out into the wet sand and you will get sucked in. Remember that
tourist lady that had to be lifted out by helicopter?”
“Wasn’t she ripped in half when they tried to pull her out?” Mark asked.
Tashia shrugged, “I don’t remember. Sometimes they make it and
sometimes they don’t.”
“Well, I wouldn’t just walk into the water, anyway.” Mark said. “Everyone
knows that wouldn’t work. No, I would jump down from up there.” He
pointed to a gargantuan rock. “I think that is about a twenty foot drop. Feet
first or swan dive, it would be fine, so long as you picked a position and stuck
to it.”
Sierra laughed a chuckle at first, then a roaring guffaw. It shook her
body. In the seconds before the sounds were whipped away in the wind, she
sounded like a woman on the brink of madness.
Mark got up and bent forward in the wind. He ran an awkward shuffling
step against it. The girls got up and followed him, whooping and screaming,
making noise because they had the mouths and lungs to make them. He
reached the large rock two beats before the girls, and began to climb. It took
them a full three minutes of meticulous climbing to reach the top.
“I saw this guy from the road.” Sierra panted. She was looking at a tree
that grew at the top of the rock face. The wind was sharper up here, and one
glance showed the abuse that the tiny spruce suffered living in such a forsaken
spot. The tree was dwarfed, three or four feet tall. His roots were gnarled and
tangled into the cracks of the rock, and he had lost all of the branches on one
side, or perhaps never had any there at all. All of the branches were growing in
one direction, the same direction that the tree leaned to, giving in to the wind
that was even more fierce in this spot than down by the waves. Sierra and
Tashia each grabbed on to the tree and Sierra felt so high and so high up and
liberated by the wind that thrashed them, that took some of their weight and
held it. They could almost tip toe backwards and be carried off somewhere far
away.
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Mark was standing by the edge near them. He was looking down at the
surf. He turned and said something to them, but the wind carried it away.
“WHAT?” Sierra yelled as loud as she could, letting her voice come from
the soles of her feet.
“I SAID, DO YOU THINK I COULD MAKE IT?” He repeated.
He leaned forward, held in place by the wind as much as by his feet. His
eyes were wide and watery, tears flung themselves from his eye sockets and
rolled away. His arms stretched out wide.
He looks like a soaring eagle. Sierra thought.
He leaned further outward, stretching his arms wider.
Tashia screamed and dropped to her knees. She saw him hanging over
the rock and it made her afraid. The horizon began to tilt, her vision was
swimming. “Don’t let him do it, don’t let him do it, dear God!” Tashia crawled
on her knees toward Mark. She looked like a pilgrim approaching Mecca,
palms extended and head bent against the crushing blows of wind. Tashia
closed her eyes to fight the twisting centrifuge this rock had become, forced
the ground to hold solid under her aching palms.
Sierra never dropped her arms as she walked calmly, one foot directly
in front of another, over to Mark. She felt like nothing was real except for
the wind and the relentless clouds and the possibility of flight. The two girls
reached him at the same moment.
Softly and heavily, Sierra put her arms around him, one over his shoulder
and one around his waist. Tashia brought her arms around his navel. The two
girls held him tightly like a seatbelt.
“Don’t,” Sierra whispered in his ear, closely enough that the wind couldn’t
take it away. “Don’t do it or we are going with you.” Her voice was soft and low,
serene and loving.
“I wish I was immortal.” He said. He put his hand over hers. “I would
jump into the water and swim against the tide and the fucking wind until I was
somewhere warmer.”
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“Without a doubt.” Sierra said. She laid her head on his shoulder. “The
summer is going to come back, though. Don’t forget.”
“What’s the point, though? What is the point of any of this?” His tone
made Sierra believe that he truly wanted to know the answer, and if there was
an answer good enough, he might accept it.
“We can’t ever know. We guess and we survive.”
The three of them swayed there for several moments longer. Tashia kept
her eyes closed tightly, clutching Mark. He was the only thing keeping her
from spinning out of control by the forces of vertigo. Sierra looked at the sky
and cursed the clouds under her breath, then looked to the sea and cursed that
for good measure. Mark held his silence.
They turned their backs to the wind and walked back, navigating the
cracks and juts of the rock with heavy feet. The wind shifted as they began
to climb down, and a rogue gust blew Mark’s hat off of his head. Sierra and
Tashia were watching their own feet as they climbed down, and did not notice
right away that he had changed course and was no longer following them. The
two girls wondered long afterwards if they could have done anything to save
him after all. They never shared this thought with each other, and neither one
of them ever came to an answer that was satisfying.
They found his hat stuck on the top of the gnarled tree, and that was the
last piece of him that anyone ever held. He was lost out there, somewhere
between the gray slices of waves and the flat sky.
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NONFICTION
Sean L Corbin
Subdued snap
The first thing I heard was a subdued snap. I thought nothing of it and
continued restocking the cigarettes above the counter. We were low on
Marlboros. I listened a little longer and heard nothing but the constant drone
of my coworker’s attempts at conversation. She wanted a recommendation for
a type of beer and also to tell the story of her last drinking experience and how
it ended with people tumbling down the porch stairs and isn’t it funny how
little she drinks and for god’s sake what kind of beer should she drink?
Three customers later I heard a shuffling sound around the two-liters
of soda. I called it pop once and Julie talked about how funny it was that we
called it pop in Kentucky and soda in Ohio and aren’t we just so crazy for our
Ale-8 but it’s far too sweet for her and she wonders if other places have their
local soda obsessions. I was stocking the half-pints when I heard it. I glanced
over towards the cooler where the soda was displayed. There was nothing. I
returned to the half-pints as the drive-thru bell rang. It was a taxi carrying a
drunk old woman. She needed whiskey.
For the next half-hour I heard the sound repeatedly. I checked all over
everything and behind the microwave and the coffee machine. I saw nothing.
Julie brought her nightly order to the counter and checked every price with
me and how much are these Cow Tails and the Natural Light and what kind
of discount does she get again and wow it’s so weird to get a discount and her
husband must be in heaven. I double-checked everything.
I finally glanced down by the CO2 tanks and found the sound. A
mousetrap had won a fight with a small field mouse’s hand and it had shuffled
a few feet away from the soda to where I couldn’t find it. I had to get rid of
it. My boss would have hit it with a hammer and thrown it in the dumpster.
I didn’t want to do that but I knew I couldn’t touch it and get a nice bite of
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rabies. Julie saw the mouse and drew back a little and told me all about the
mouse she had found in her kitchen once and I picked the trap up with the
mouse dangling from one arm and walked towards the door and Julie couldn’t
stand mice and don’t hurt it and it looks like it’s in pain and I pushed the door
open with my back and slid outside.
I walked towards the back of the building apologizing to the mouse. I
wouldn’t want to hang from one smashed arm. At the dumpster I would pull
the trap away and let the mouse run because I’m not in the killing-animals-forbeing-stupid business. The mouse had other ideas. It squirmed and fought in
my grip. I couldn’t blame it. Suddenly it jerked too hard and the trap fell from
my hand and went into the long storm drain running the length of the parking
lot. I hovered over the grate and saw the mouse trying to twitch out of the
trap. My hand was too big to reach it. I apologized again and went back into
the store. There was another car at the drive-thru and Julie was talking to them
and hadn’t picked up their order yet.
I went back the next day and found the trap still lying in the drain. The
mouse was nowhere to be found but its paw was still caught in the metal
spring. It had gnawed through its own arm to get away.
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An evening of dead horse
I’m getting out of this brick box, freezing, I am throbbing with the urge
to dance, to walk barefoot through a tobacco patch or simply the heat of a
burning television, central heating in my mother’s den, a bowl of white potato
soup, I don’t need flowers, only cotton slippers and my father’s dog curled in
my lap, hot coffee, the glow of leftover Christmas, a path towards something
like home glistening across a hill of new hay, anything to prove my heartbeat,
anything but a cold steam tomb
and as I leave my reclaimed womb of the country for a second-story
shack on High Street, I find you halfway to Papaw’s – breathing steam; not
breathing; steam drifting – and I speed to the shadowed house, slam my fist
on the storm door and step aside for the old man with my mother’s eyes,
crusted over, and we come back to you and the car – shattered windshield;
broken headlight; stumbling driver – and the man bellows about payments,
high on pills and cheap vodka, Papaw’s spit falls at his toes as this man screams
sacrilege above your body – blood trickling; pavement bleeding; red crackling
to black – and the sheriff arrives in the fog and asks about my grandmother,
the driver’s proclamations muffled in the back of the squad car as we wait for
the bells of the tractor – chains drifting; locking against hooves; shattered
legs tight – and the sheriff pulls away, the tractor lurches into the field, the old
man ready for bed, and I, only I watch the trail of black blood stretch from the
highway to the barn
and now, back in this cell, back standing on a layer of my year-old junk
mail, back shaking in my only room, I see my stubbled face cracked like aged
plaster, a sliver of gray on my chin, swollen eyes splintered in veins, red rosatia,
I am bloated in a smeared mirror, coughing, showing my chipped teeth,
decaying, my ankles sore, taut, waiting to be dragged through the streets,
leaving a dark path on the dewy asphalt.
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Amanda Kelley
Irises Live Forever
My family built our log cabin from the ground up one summer. Dad
sketched a drawing out on paper, we went to work and eventually that sketch
became our home. He had an eye for that kind of thing from years spent in
construction, laying block and stone and remodeling old homes. He saw
things not just for what they were, but also for what they could be.
With acres all to ourselves, no longer bound by the concrete we left
behind in the city, we went to work on the yard. After we laid the stone
walkway with rocks from around the farm, Mom started planting her irises.
Blue ones lined the walk, purple ones greeted visitors at the road, and yellow
ones bordered a small frog pond where the cats liked to sun themselves. The
irises came from my grandmother’s yard and her mother’s yard before that.
My great-grandmother had four girls, and every time one of them moved from
one house to another they came back and got more irises. Each daughter had
girls of her own who did the same. I suspect my great-grandmother’s irises are
all over this country.
When I was growing up I didn’t care for all the plants my mother kept in
our yard and cared even less for helping her pull weeds, which she seemed to
want to do every evening in the summer. The irises I thought were especially
dull. I never remembered them blooming, although I knew they must
have. What I remembered, like oversized blades of grass, were their long,
slender leaves; a bland, muted green that overtook the flowerbeds in front
of our porch. I wished we had colorful lilies and roses like I saw in the florist
section of the grocery store, and I always thought to myself that I would have
those when I grew up and had my own house and my own yard. I couldn’t
understand then why my mother and grandmother would want to look at the
same flowers for years and years.
There is a commercial for Cancer Treatment Centers of America that is
hard for me to watch. The woman in the commercial claims that her doctor
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gave her six months to live, so feeling brokenhearted and defeated she resigns
to go home and die. Then she finds the cancer center and they tell her she has
“no expiration date” and she goes on to live beyond the six months the first
doctor gave her with a renewed sense of hope for the future. This commercial
bothers me because while cancer is unpredictable, my father’s kidney disease
is not.
When Dad was fifty, years of untreated diabetes had done their damage.
His kidneys began functioning at less than fifteen percent and he was forced to
start dialysis three times a week for three hours at a time. On those days, when
he got home he would sleep for hours. Whenever I walked down the hall past
his room I would look in and watch for his chest to move up and down with
the rhythm of his breath. As his illness started to take its toll, I began to dread
walking past his door, afraid of what I might see.
A field on the road from our house to Maysville once caught my eye as
we drove by. There were two clumps of irises growing all by themselves with
nothing else around.
“Irises live forever,” Dad said. “There was probably a house there years
ago.”
That fact would have never occurred to me. I pictured a long gone, oneroom shack with the irises planted at either side of the front door. It seemed
his vision went beyond seeing what was and what could be; it also reached
back to what once was, as if he saw the past, present and future at once.
After a year and a half of dialysis, Dad was given his expiration date. It
was during what had been the happiest year of my life; I had given birth to a
beautiful baby boy and he brought with him all the changes children bring to
their mothers. He brightened my life and I hadn’t realized I was incomplete
until he came along and made me whole. Among these changes was a
renewed love for my parents, and the thought of losing one of them lurked
behind every peaceful thought or happy moment I spent with my son.
While it seems wrong to plan a funeral for someone who is still alive,
Mom and I couldn’t help but think about what it would be like. I was torn
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between longing for the blissfulness of not knowing, as I did the year before,
and being thankful for having time to brace myself for the impact of that
loss. I imagined Dad thought about it often. He had good days and bad, and
although he had not given up, he seemed to be waiting.
“This will make you stronger,” he told me.
My past flashed through my mind and I thought, I am strong enough
already, and I wonder, what am I supposed to do with all this strength when
my father is gone? I tried to envision what it would be like to go through the
stages of grief.
Inevitably, I realized there was no way to prepare, no way to tell myself
what to feel and resigned to have faith in my father’s vision and believe him
when he said it will be alright.
Ultimately we decided not to have a funeral at all. There will be no
preacher, no casket, no flowers, no relatives who didn’t care enough to visit
before. Instead of a ceremony we hope to have a memory that we can take
with us every time life moves us from one place to another, a memory that will
live on past our own lives and into that of the next generation.
And when I have my own yard, there will be irises.
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Sara Beth Lowe
For Those Left Behind
Before you answer the phone, you need to put on some lipstick. Put
your lips into a trumpet player pucker or O them out like a Shakespearean
harlot and glob on some hued beeswax. Treat your face with the gift of a
kaleidoscopic pout. Roll on the cherry balm with eucalyptus leaves and
exfoliating pumice stone. Unfaithful ladies, semi-permanent gentlemen,
teenagers twiddling with their genitals trying to masturbate only to tie their
pubic hair into elaborate Christmas wreaths, I’m telling you the key factor in
overcoming the esophageal numbness associated with an impending break up.
Put on.
Some goddamn.
Lipstick.
There are reds that will form crusts at the corners of your mouth and look
like baking plasma from a cannibalistic lollipop. I’ve seen blues that reminded
me of Victorian children taking full breaths of ice water from under a late
December lake. Some companies provide pinks the color of clean, photo
shopped vulvas. Others will make it all too easy to create your own shade
by breaking three shafts off their tubes and melting them in a Tupperware
dish in the microwave. The point is before you allow that one shitty person
who loaned you shitty love for a few shitty years to ruin your self-esteem, find
your war paint. Decide if you’d like to be the proud victim or the indifferent
mute or, my personal favorite, the verbally abused sloth who reaches out
for the nearest limb only to mistake their own hand as a secure branch. But
have your colors stained upon your face so when you look at your reflection
inside the bathroom mirror, the glass window of your neighbor’s garage, the
yawning glare of a greenhouse door, you at least feel like you’re ready to begin
a goodbye.
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***
Our first conversation ended with her saying, “But I thought all fat girls
had big tits?” Our second conversation was about how much we loved The
Shirelles. The fourth or fifth dealt with her brusque explanation of how
eventually we’ll all have to suck someone’s dick. I don’t think I ever began
anything but an argument.
When I first met her it was over the conversation of having an Addams
Family wedding complete with a cake made in the form of a snarling, spitting
Medusa whose tears would be black licorice lapped up by olive green sugar
molded snakes. I immediately fell in love. She had this honest spirit that was
dying to flee the country and take up arms for some abandoned monastery
in west Thailand, but still come home to me. She could cook large batches
of salsa and lick jalapeño peppers out from underneath her nails without
watering her eyes. I never saw her scratch her nose or tie her shoes. She
washed her dogs in oatmeal water. She was my constant wandering soldier and
while it left me lonely, she was the best part of my existence.
Was.
She had a new tongue for every emotion. Every kiss held some kind of
chaser, whether it be the grief she was about to give me for watching too many
documentaries on The Moth Man or her pride in the lavish ways I could braid
my hair so it wouldn’t wrap around our throats and choke us while we slept.
She was a social blaggard and a romantic kitten, but never to be trusted with
raw information. And yet somehow, between the discovery that my bloated
body was worth proper maintenance and some article about destabilizing the
patriarchy, I decided to stuff my insecurities into an empty glass Fanta bottle
and mail them to her with a message I would later recant in our final phone
call:
Please find some reason not to leave me.
***
When you enter a freelance love, one not mutually sealed by crippling
admissions, you have to understand the stupidity of your risk. It’s like giving a
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collection agency a blank check. You will always have a good idea of what they
can take, the absolute limit of damage to be done, and yet there has never been
an aftermath that didn’t contain some level of unexpected hurt. Most people
make the mistake of preparing for the months ahead, how they’ll survive off
cold, canned tomatoes and watch reruns of Tammy Fay Baker discussing how
the gays saved her from a miserable street life. Someone will get a tattoo of a
drunk eagle crying over James Dean’s grave. Others will roll a joint and listen
to The Mountain Goats. Some will cleanly kill themselves. God forbid if you
discover 1950s country music.
The unfortunate truths are you can’t plan happiness and you can’t avoid
endings. Try either one and you’ll end up living a life not too dissimilar of
Mary Shelley, clutching your lover’s sea-sun heart, dried up by beach heat
and salt water. Of course there are degrees of petrified organ love. (The liver
doesn’t seem to offer any sentiment.) But no matter what degree of affection
you give toward your darling’s innards, when the end comes you have to burn
out the rest of your feelings that make you want to shear a trail of apologies. If
they’re letting you go, chances are they’ve put time into this decision, and since
they rarely say it, allow me to pause and tell you I’m sorry. I’m sorry you got
left behind and you didn’t see it until three days later, when the texts stopped
coming and your heart jumped right into your chin, and your lips pulsed as
you let out that first, simple sob.
***
She was ethereal. She was like cream spots on a new deer. The ways she
held her hands made me feel as if she could hold my hands and that was a
feeling indeed. There are paper bags made from soft mud that are sturdier
than my memory, but her ghost-blue hair and tin-type eyes will always
be somewhere in my cerebellum, swimming amongst lost facts about sea
sponges. Her father looked like the Mexican Tim Russert and taught us both
how to tango. She inherited his ears and this strange notion of plucking out
healthy hairs from the thickest part of their scalp. Eventually they mutually
decided to shave their heads and send me fourteen pictures of them rubbing
their bald craniums together. It was my 18th birthday and I was lying in
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a hospital recliner watching my aunt die of cervical cancer. She called me
inconsiderate and didn’t speak to me for three months. My ex-boyfriend
escorted me to the funeral.
When asked why I loved her I could never answer honestly. The reasons
were timid and roaring, nothing like how I chose to describe her to friends.
We’d both been molested by men with dark hands. We’d both spent time in
institutions where we soon discovered there’s nothing insatiable about being
a manic. Her last boyfriend had held a gun to her head outside a closed Thai
café in south LA. My last boyfriend asked me to marry him after he left his
ginger haired partner of three months who stole his father’s life savings. She
was taught to live within her means and bite children who wouldn’t pick up
their Legos. I was taught to live stoically around strangers and expect nothing
but misunderstanding for the next fifty years. Neither of us spent time
working on why we saw romance within the other, but just ran into equally
upset arms to receive the first sincere hug either of us had had since we were
five. I loved her because she had potential to love me. I fell for potential like a
silly, silly girl. Silly girl.
***
There are smaller bits of advice to offer for an imploding relationship.
One of those being don’t substitute booze with mouthwash. Winter mint
fresh just tastes like lemon juice coming back up and has the strange scent of
decomposed fish. Don’t read out old love letters. The fact you have custody
of them should tell you something. It’s okay to ask for a reason why, but if they
simply do not feel the need to give you one, accept that. Sometimes people
just lose love. Or sometimes they are just miserable fuck-ups who created
an expiration date shortly after your last anniversary. Maybe they found an
appetite for strange skin, and you simply don’t have enough freckles for them
to snack on. They might know, but they can’t put it into words so they’ll try
to email you a link to an Otis Redding song that they Googled without ever
listening to it. Don’t ask them to hang up first. You’re telling them what they
already assumed; you’re too weak to finish what you started. Slam the phone
down as they try to tell you their sister’s address where you can forward their
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mail and Star Trek DVDs. Don’t burn or banish the pictures immediately.
One night, when you can only remember them as good, and everyone else
seems bad, you’ll fall asleep with it sticking to your cheek as a last attempt at
comfort from the world. As soon as possible, buy a new comforter.
***
When I was diagnosed with ovarian cancer she was back in California.
I spent four of my six days in the hospital vomiting from a violent reaction
to Percocet and a failed epidural. She texted me once saying how she was
bored with the last book I sent her. She texted me twice about the length of
my scar and how her grandmother had a treatment of honey and toothpaste
that would clear it right up. The last night I was admitted, a circle of my closest
friends showed up drunk on racetrack whiskey, half laughing, half crying as
we talked about what it would be like if I died. We remembered what it was
like a year prior, smoking weed and sleeping in various parts of a shared trailer.
Morgan put my hair in a French braid, combing the dried flecks of vomit out
with car keys in hand, me taming my eyebrows when they scrunched up in
annoyance. Rachel rambled about how she’d won five hundred dollars on
a fluke and was going to bring me frozen yogurt, but was detained by better
judgment. They collectively told me how much they loved me. How it was
pure and simple and true and we needed to remain whole for as long as
possible. They left around midnight, three hours after allowed visitation, my
oncologist making one extra round to my room to assure my friend Janice that
he would not let me be neglected. I watched Janice still in the frame of my
doorway, holding her breath in a way that clogged up the whole room with
this unspoken need to exist together. I blew her a limp kiss goodbye and laid
back to watch ambulances make lazy circles in the parking lot. My girlfriend
sent one last text before I fell asleep, one I didn’t answer.
Why are you always so depressed?
***
When you’re breaking up with someone, the first love you need to let
go of is that of the last word. Don’t pine for it, don’t dwell on it. There will be
plenty of orphaned hours in the future that you can spend blowing bubbles
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out of abandoned comebacks. You will eventually find those words that you
searched for in that thirty three seconds of static silence responsible for the
devastating conclusion of three good years. Chew lots of gum and remind
yourself that nothing will be worse than loss. You’ll one day lose your mother,
or pet python, or twenty dollars you kept in the left sole of your shoe, and no
matter how insignificant or mundane the object is, that twist underneath your
ribs will return, and it’ll ride side saddle all the way up into your esophagus
where you’ll recognize it as a wet ball of aloneness. If you can live through loss,
if you courage your way through any bout of abandonment, then you’ll find
hope. But hope is a lover, and like all lovers, it will only give to you what you
are willing to invest.
***
We lasted four months after my first round of chemotherapy. For a
moment or two, she was everything. She made plans to visit me in winter.
She talked to me about chances for adoption or surrogacy and how I could be
the kind of mother who would read her children Greek tragedies as bedtime
stories and let them dye their hair tangerine. The seven days I spent waiting for
the news of a uterine biopsy that left stress ulcers in my stomach, she called and
whispered Warsan Shire poems to me while pausing to remember the time we
fucked underneath the monkey bars of a Baptist church beside an abandoned
shopping center. She paid for extra minutes to have more satisfying phone
sex. We both turned twenty-two in July. She sent me a homemade journal
and a batch of Doctor Who holiday lights. I found her favorite bottle of vanilla
Indian oil and a sterling silver bracelet in the shape of a gothic bat. It was our
last intensely happy moment.
***
When someone who once said they loved you takes it back, grieve. Tell
them it is okay. Tell them you understand. Lie to them. Don’t ever tell them
the truth, the words we all have hidden somewhere in the loose parts of our
jaws. Tell them to go. Don’t say, “You can go. Please, go. Just don’t go before
me.”
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***
The end came whispering. I felt like I’d swallowed a bottle of butter by
the time she actually spoke her mind. All the words came so easily, so fluidly.
All my pleas and apologies and rambling quotes from dead gay poets slithered
out at once. I was more prepared than I thought. I was ready for her to stop
existing with me. She was some cold girl on the west coast with the television
too loud and a wet windowsill from a last minute rainstorm. I heard her
organizing a book shelf as she told me my cancer shit was too big of a bore
and she wanted to fly to Paris to see the catacombs instead of Kentucky to
watch me sleep. She talked flippantly about how I could never understand the
plight of the Mexican-American woman and how she resented me for being a
privileged white girl with the chance of paying off my student loans. She talked
about how I would remain childless and fat and unwanted by all living things
until death when the fire ants would find me a suitable place to drop their eggs.
She didn’t want me, and without ever asking, she told me the reasons why. All
the other questions I had, the ones that really mattered to me were left hanging
like stale rope over large lakes.
I had to sit with my head pressed into the carpet, panting like an ill
dog, rapidly dissecting love and sex and companionship and the meaning
of everything in between. I’d done this only once before, when she touched
herself through a stolen camera phone and sent it to me with a backwards
smiley. I reconsidered what love was like then. Was it like this? Was it listening
to her eat canned peaches and rage about my fondness for the word cunt?
Would I always fight back the strong urge to tell her using her ethnicity as a
way to distance herself from opportunities was cowardly and insulting? Why
did I accept the fact she told me I would have children and she would build
coffins lined with Tempur Pedic foam? Why did I let her be the one to leave
me? Why do I do the fucking things I do and why am I the way I am and why,
why, why did it lead me to her? Was she the type of love I deserved?
Was she?
Is she?
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***
Leave with unanswered questions. Make tea and bear in mind that life,
for most of us, is relatively long, and there are others out there with split hearts
and soiled self-esteem. I look for women shaped like POM juice bottles and
mouth flirtatious insults at men with dark hair and thinning eyebrows. It
means fuck all in the end. Don’t be afraid to give out some hollow advances
in order to practice love. Love will probably kick-start in the same way a crow
builds a nest. You’ll start with a heavy base of comfort, something that will
not let you fall. Will it be comfortable? No, darling, no. You might spend
some time with a grandfather you hate or listen to a friend complain about
how hard it is to find a babysitter for a Wednesday night. Start by being able
to swallow the everyday groans, the complaints of the satisfied. After that,
find little pleasures. Knit socks. Watch videos of toddlers learning their first
sentences and hamsters who whistle to pop music. Take quick walks on flat
lands and eat peanut butter sandwiches without milk. When you’ve finally
finished the essential structure of a life, finish it off by stating loudly and often
how wild it is to be alone. Remind yourself how practical it is to buy single
serving meals and underwear that does nothing but warm your crotch. Hum
to yourself. Start looking at other people as more than friends. Look at them
not as potential dates, but as fortune cookies. Survive. Embrace mute hours.
Eat honey with your fingertips. Live alone and eventually, eventually stop
accepting advice.
***
I deleted my last message from her on August 20th, 2013. I immediately
regretted the decision. It was a lie, and it was simple, but I know I’ll never have
it again.
I love you, my darkling, you know that?
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CONTRIBUTORS
Abigail Baggett is an art major at Morehead State University. She displayed
her work at the 2013 Gateway Regional Art Center’s Juried Student Art Exhibit.
Baggett’s graphic work concentrates on the use of color and design to create
energy. Her other works focus on the fragility of life and how that frailty makes
life beautiful.
Amanda Berry is an art major with an emphasis in graphic design at
Morehead State University. In 2011 she acquired an Associates in Applied
Science with an emphasis in Web Design from Bluegrass Community &
Technical College. Berry’s work was published in the 2013 issue of Inscape.
She presented art in a juried exhibit at the Mount Sterling Gateway Regional
Arts Center in 2013. Her current art projects focus on illustrative design and
typography.
Maria Lind Blevins is a senior at Morehead State University and is
completing her final semester toward a Bachelor of Arts in Art Education.
Her work was featured in the 2013 issue of Inscape and exhibited in the 2013
Gateway Regional Art Center’s annual Juried Student Art Exhibit in Mount
Sterling. Blevins’ current focus consists of using the natural medium of clay
to create ceramic pieces inspired by life found within nature; she likes to pay
respect to art created from natural resources.
Grant Bridges is an art education major at Morehead State University.
His still-life pieces focus on attention to detail. Bridges’ work appeared in
the Mount Sterling Gateway Regional Art Center’s annual Juried Student Art
Exhibit in 2012 and 2013.
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Bevan Burch is an imaging sciences major at Morehead State University
with prospects of continuing on to physician assistant school. In her spare
time, Burch enjoys taking and editing photographs. Her favorite subjects
include family, friends, nature and animals. Burch also enjoys doing other
hands-on art projects.
Kristin Busby is a freshman art major attending Morehead State University.
She recently presented her paintings at the Rowan County Arts Center and
in the 2013 Gateway Regional Art Center’s Juried Student Art Exhibit. Busby’s
work focuses on portraiture.
Daniel Butterworth’s work has appeared in magazines including Cream
City Review, The Wisconsin Review, The Louisville Review, The Portland Review, The
Alaska Quarterly Review, The Santa Clara Review, The Midwest Quarterly Review,
The Windless Orchard, Plainsongs, Flyway, Amoskeag, The Rockhurst Review,
Poet Lore, The Seattle Review, Willow Springs and other journals. Algonquin
Books published his non-fiction book, Waiting for Rain, and Lost Horse Press
published his book of poetry, The Radium Watch Dial Painters, which was a
finalist for the Washington State Book Awards. Daniel teaches writing and
literature at Gonzaga University.
Ben Caldwell came to Morehead State with delusions of grandeur and a
misguided belief he should have been a computer science major. He quickly
discovered the error of his ways and returned to his first love of reading and
writing and is now a graduating English major. Caldwell is currently working
periodically on a short story cycle set in present-day Appalachia, with
occasional forays into poetry and essays. He hopes to become a publisher or
editor after graduation.
Sherry Chandler is the author of The Woodcarver’s Wife and Weaving a New
Eden. Her poems have appeared in The Cortland Review, The South Carolina
Review and The William and Mary Review. She lives on 57 wooded acres in
Bourbon County with her husband and woodcarver TR Williams.
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Sean L Corbin holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from
Morehead State University, where he is currently working on a master’s degree
in English literature. His work has most recently been published in Still: The
Journal, Vine Leaves and Vinyl Poetry. He can be found in front of CoffeeTree
Books in Morehead, preaching the truth about leaves and the dangers of
badger wounds.
Dallas Cox is currently a junior at Morehead State University majoring in
English education. Her poetry has been published in A Celebration of Poets, On
the Wings of Poetry, The America Library of Poetry: The Golden Edition and Inscape.
Dallas believes language is the most vivid form of communication and she
hopes to continue working with words for the rest of her life.
Stella Rose Dacci is a student in the creative writing program at Morehead
State University. A born and bred Alaskan, she draws upon her life experience
to write both fiction and nonfiction with a Northern bent. She can often be
found trudging through mountain passes on a hunt for Bigfoot or scoping
out a perfect spot to call, “The Walden Pond of the North.” This is her first
publication.
Mary DeViney is currently a distance-education graduate student of
English at Morehead State University. She was the 2011 Outstanding Student
of English/Writing at Eastern Oregon University, where she earned her
Bachelor of Arts degree. Her poetry has appeared in Oregon East and A Sense
of Place: An Eastern Oregon Anthology. Although much of her published work
employs a terse voice in a contemporary style, she often returns to her roots in
classical British literature, with a preference for layered meaning imbedded in
traditional meter and rhyme.
William Blake Gevedon is currently a senior at Morehead State
University. Gevedon will be graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in English.
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Veronica Gollihue is a senior English major with a minor in Spanish. She
really enjoys writing poetry and hopes to continue writing such pieces postgraduation. This will be her second submission to MSU’s Inscape.
Kaitlin Goss, from Morehead, Ky., is an art major with an emphasis in
graphic design. She is currently working on a digital collage series dealing with
society’s expectations of women.
Jesse Graves is an assistant professor of English at East Tennessee State
University, where he won the 2012 New Faculty Award from the College
of Arts & Sciences. He completed a Ph.D. in English at the University of
Tennessee and an M. F. A. in Poetry from Cornell University before teaching
for one year as a lecturer at the University of New Orleans. Graves’ first poetry
collection, Tennessee Landscape with Blighted Pine, was published by Texas
Review Press and won the 2012 Weatherford Award in Poetry from Berea
College and the Appalachian Studies Association, as well as a Book of the Year
Award from the Appalachian Writers’ Association. Jesse was recently awarded
the Thomas and Lillie D. Chaffin Award for Appalachian Writing in any genre.
A second collection of poems, Basin Ghosts, will appear from the same press
in the spring of 2014. Other work appears in recent or forthcoming issues of
Prairie Schooner, The Hampden-Sydney Poetry Review and Tar River Poetry, among
other journals and is featured in The Missouri Review Poem-of-the-Week series.
Aspen Grender is a junior at Morehead State. He is a philosophy major
with a minor in studio art.
Caleb L. Hall’s work has been featured in publications such as Notes on
Facebook that no one reads and also last year’s Inscape. If you’re reading this, he’s
doing something right.
Mark Halliday teaches at Ohio University. His sixth book of poems,
THRESHERPHOBE, was published in 2013 by the University of Chicago
Press.
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Brittany Hamilton is an art major studying graphic design and resides in
Morehead, Ky. She is currently working on digital and traditional illustration,
focusing on mythical creatures and how they can tell stories or represent
herself in different ways.
Thomas Alan Holmes, a member of the East Tennessee State University
English faculty, lives and writes in Johnson City, Tenn. Some of his work
has appeared in Louisiana Literature, Valparaiso Poetry Review, The Connecticut
Review, The Appalachian Journal, Seminary Ridge Review, The Florida Review, Blue
Mesa Review, The Black Warrior Review, Appalachian Heritage and The Southern
Poetry Anthology Volume VI: Tennessee.
Cecily Brooke Howell is a graduate student at Morehead State University
focusing on printmaking. She has presented her work at multiple venues in
Kentucky and recently won the Second Place in Printmaking award in the
2013 Juried Student Art Exhibit at the Gateway Regional Arts Center in Mount
Sterling, Ky. Howell also participated in an international print exchange, which
was exhibited in Troy, N.Y.
Kristin Howell is an art major at Morehead State University. Her work was
recently selected for the 2013 Gateway Regional Art Center’s Juried Student
Art Exhibit. Focusing on photography, Howell likes to photograph the female
body in natural, simplistic ways. She does not like to create a moment, Howell
simply captures what she sees.
Nicholas James is one of this year’s editors of Inscape. Deep down he’s just a
kid from Mount Sterling, Ky., with an affinity for comic books and even deeper
aspirations to be paid to write them one day. Until that day comes, he will
simply keep waiting for that kid to come back and tell him that Mr. Godot will
surely come tomorrow.
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Matthew Jent is an art major at Morehead State University, whose work is
generally surreal - focusing on a combination of ideas in alchemy, psychology,
geology and how they speak about society as a whole and each of us as
individuals. Jent displayed work in the 2013 and 2012 Juried Student Art Exhibit
at the Gateway Regional Art Center and had work published in the 2013
publication of Inscape. In 2013, he received an Honorable Mention award in
the senior show exhibition at Morehead State University.
Bethany Johnson is currently a junior in the creative writing program at
Morehead State University. Johnson loves to play with words and make them
into something special. Her interest in writing began at four years of age. In her
spare time, she enjoys drawing cartoons in her sketchpad and dreaming of
the sea.
Patrick Johnson is currently employed with Morehead State University
as an English instructor. He obtained his Master of Fine Arts from Spaulding
University of Louisville.
Amanda Kelley received her associate degree at Bluegrass Community
and Technical College in her hometown of Lexington, Ky., and a Bachelor
of Fine Arts from Morehead State University. Kelley’s work has appeared in
previous editions of Inscape, The Accolade and in Kentucky Monthly’s Writers’
Showcase. She is currently a graduate assistant in the English department at
MSU.
Bethany King is a senior majoring in art education at Morehead State
University. She presented her work in the 2013 Juried Student Art Exhibit at
the Mount Sterling Gateway Regional Art Center and will be participating
in the 2014 senior show exhibit in the Claypool-Young Gallery at Morehead
State University. King’s current work focuses on portraying emotion through
detailed portraits and figures.
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Sara Beth Lowe is a writer from Morehead, Ky. She has participated in
Fuse the Muse, and served as vice president of the former MSU Poetry Club.
She hopes to one day pursue a master’s degree and write shy pieces for huge
audiences.
Journey McAndrews is a writer, editor, journalist, educator and social
justice activist. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in English, Communications
and Women’s Studies (Creative Writing minor), a Master of Arts in
Communications (Creative Writing minor) and is a Master of Fine
Arts candidate at Spalding University in Louisville (Poetry and Creative
Nonfiction). Her work has appeared in ninepatch, Motif, LILOPOH Magazine,
New Verse News, Inscape, Kentucky Monthly, Story Magazine and numerous
newspapers. She is currently a writing mentor at the Carnegie Center in
Lexington, Ky., the recipient of a 2013 Artist Enrichment Grant from the
Kentucky Foundation for Women and is working on several poetry and
creative nonfiction projects.
Avram McCarty is currently enrolled as a biology major at Morehead
State. McCarty plans to also pursue a creative writing minor in the upcoming
months. He has always had a deep passion for both the humanities and the
sciences which he thinks aids in his writing. He hopes to publish his poetry
someday, as well as write short stories in his spare time as a physician’s assistant.
Mary E. Morris is an art major studying graphic design at Morehead State
University. Her pieces, which were published in this issue of Inscape, focus on
emotion and sentiment portrayed through various types of images.
Marc Paltrineri is the author of the chapbook Foxglove, forthcoming
from Strange Cage Press. You can find his poems in journals such as H_
NGM_N, Sixth Finch, The Laurel Review, Inter/rupture, PANK, Washington
Square and Green Mountains Review. He teaches writing and lives in New
Hampshire with his wife and poet Kathleen Maris.
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Mary Ellen Miller is a professor of English at Western Kentucky
University where she teaches creative writing and American literature. She is
currently working, with Professor M. A. Grubbs of University of Kentucky, on
a reader of her late husband’s, Jim Wayne Miller, work.
Nina Moussawel is a 23-year-old mother of two beautiful girls. She has
been married to her high school sweet-heart for nearly five years and lives
on a farm in Olive Hill, Ky. She is a senior English major and history minor.
Moussawel’s future goal is to achieve a doctorate in English. Her hobbies
include listening to a variety of music genres, studying classic film and reading
anything she can get her hands on.
Bea Opengart’s poems have appeared in a number of journals. Her work
has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize in Poetry and she has received
grants from The Kentucky Foundation for Women, The Kentucky Arts
Council and The Ohio Arts Council. Her most recent books are a chapbook,
This Day, published by Finishing Line Press in the spring of 2011 and In the
Land, a full length collection published by Dos Madres Press, also in spring
of 2011. Opengart teaches English composition and poetry writing at the
University of Cincinnati.
Shane Pennington is an art major with a minor in business at Morehead
State University. He recently won an honorable mention award in the Make
All Your Last Demands juried exhibit at the Claypool-Young Art Gallery in
Morehead, Ky. Pennington’s current body of work focuses on the human
figure and portraits, as well as placing them inside of a “noir” scene to add
tension and narrative.
Maria Risner, an art major at Morehead State University, presented work
in the Gateway Regional Art Center’s 2013 Juried Student Art Exhibit, at which
she received both the Best of Show award and First Place in Drawing award.
Risner’s subject matter focuses on psychology and human emotions.
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Lindsey Roe is a junior at Morehead State University. She hopes to
graduate in 2015 with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Creative Writing. Roe is
from a small town called Olive Hill, Ky,. and she loves sci-fi movies and
television shows.
Misty Skaggs, 30, currently resides on her Mamaw’s couch way out at
the end of Bear Town Ridge Road, where she is slowly amassing a library of
contemporary fiction under the coffee table and perfecting her buttermilk
biscuits. Skaggs was born and raised in Eastern Kentucky and feels a deep
connection to the Appalachian region. She is currently taking the scenic
route through higher education at Morehead State University and hopes
to complete her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Creative Writing. Skaggs’ poetry
and prose have been featured in literary journals such as New Madrid, Pine
Mountain Sand & Gravel and Limestone. Her self-published chapbook,
Prescription Panes, has been well received throughout the region. Skaggs is a
regular contributor to www.friedchickenandcoffee.com, a blogazine for rural
literature and maintains a blog of her own. When she isn’t writing, Skaggs
enjoys volunteering to “teach” writing to high school kids, taking long, woodsy
walks with her three cats and reading in her favorite chair on the back porch
just a little before dusk.
Meggan Sloas had her visual art work published in Inscape in 2011 and
2012. This is Sloas’ first year publishing her writing. She is currently a student
majoring in art education at Morehead State University who enjoys closet
writing.
Karlie Stewart is an art major at Morehead State University and an
independent writer. She is highly interested in tattoo culture, which influences
the focus of her work. Additionally, Stewart is working to hone her technical
skills while often engaging in the expression of personal experiences.
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Gilbert Sutherland is a graduate student at Morehead State University
focusing on ceramic, sculpture and printmaking. In 2013, he displayed
his work at the Gateway Regional Art Center’s Juried Student Art Exhibit.
Sutherland also sold work at the 4th Annual Craft Bizarre in Morehead, Ky.
Joshua J. Walker has been writing poetry for nearly twenty years, but
feels that he is just now coming into his own. His influences are disparate, but
include Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Gregory Corso, Barbara Guest, Beverly
Dahlen, Jack Gilbert and David Foster Wallace. He lives in Fayetteville, N.C.,
and is currently pursuing an advanced degree in literature.
Jeff Weddle grew up in Prestonsburg, a small town in the hill country of
Eastern Kentucky. He has worked as a public library director, disc jockey,
newspaper reporter, Tae Kwon Do teacher and fry cook, among other
things. His first book, Bohemian New Orleans: The Story of the Outsider and
Loujon Press (University Press of Mississippi, 2007), won the Eudora Welty
Prize and helped inspire Wayne Ewing’s documentary, The Outsiders of New
Orleans: Loujon Press (Wayne Ewing Films, 2007). His work has appeared in
many venues, including Port Cities Review, Fiction on the Web, Chiron Review,
Black Heart Magazine, Beat Scene, Roadside Fiction, Midday Moon, Hawaii
Review, Journal of Kentucky Studies, Publishing History and the anthologies
Surreal South ’13 (Press 53, 2013), Mondo Barbie (St. Martin’s Press, 1993)
and Stovepiper Book One (Stovepiper Books, 1994). Weddle is the author of
a poetry collection, Betray the Invisible (OEOCO, 2010), a limited-edition,
fine press book handcrafted by master book artist Mary Ann Sampson and a
chapbook of Barbie poems, Not Another Blonde Joke (Implosion Press, 1991).
With Beth Ashmore and Jill E. Grogg, he is co-author of The Librarian’s Guide
to Negotiation: Winning Strategies for the Digital Age (Information Today, 2012).
Weddle is an associate professor in the School of Library and Information
Studies at the University of Alabama.
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Craig Welsch is a 1990 graduate of David Lipscomb University in
Nashville, Tenn., and a 24 year veteran high school teacher of history and
English. Welsch lives in the Appalachian foothills of Ohio where he spends his
time gardening, reading and raising dogs.
Ben Whisman studies creative writing at Morehead State University. He
enjoys visual art and editing on the side.
K.S. René White is an art major at Morehead State University. She
presented her work in the 2013 Mount Sterling Gateway Regional Art
Center’s Juried Student Art Exhibit and the Morehead Art Guild’s 29th Annual
Art Show and Sale, where, White’s work was recognized with First and Second
Place awards. Her illustrations are whimsical, incorporating humans and
nature.
Jennifer Smitson Workman has always enjoyed art. In high school, she
won the 10th Regional Art Show. Workman is currently pursuing a Bachelor
of Arts at Morehead State University. She is a member of the Ohio Valley Art
Guild and the Art Honor Society. Workman enjoys learning new media and
hopes to share it with others.
Michael Yeakey is a teacher, poet, bike mechanic and minister in Goshen,
Ind. He earned his Bachelor of Arts in English from the University of
Montana and Master of Arts and Master of Divinity degrees from the Pacific
School of Religion. He is working on a master’s in English from Morehead
State University. Yeakey currently teaches English at Bethany Christian High
School in Goshen, Ind., and is a reader for the Advanced Placement English
Language examination. His work has previously been published in Chinook,
the literary magazine of Otero Junior College in La Junta, Colo., and in the
denominational publications Mennonite Weekly Review, Christian Living ,
The Mennonite and Gospel Herald.
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Inscape is a Morehead State University publication with a long history
of cutting edge visual and literary art. Media and genres of work range
from prose, poetry, short story, long narrative, non-fiction and creative
essays to photography, printmaking, drawing, painting, sculpture,
design and digital art.
The Department of English offers MSU students the opportunity to
submit work for publication. Students may submit poetry, fiction, nonfiction or drama. The works are reviewed by a panel and top selections
are included in Inscape.
The Department of Art and Design offers students two opportunities to
have their work juried for publication. For every issue, jurors review the
competitive pool of submissions for both the cover design and the visual
artwork published within Inscape. Their selections help form a unique
and diverse issue of Inscape.
For specific guidelines and submission dates, visit
www.moreheadstate.edu/inscape.
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At Morehead State University, you will find “much more” than you
might imagine. We are much more than college classes . . . much
more engaged . . . much more personal. We provide a safe campus
environment that is much more welcoming and student-friendly. We
deliver a quality, affordable education in a student-focused learning
environment. Our students thrive in small classes taught by dedicated
faculty and staff committed to student success. We are much more
than a regional partner . . . and much more than an alma mater. We are
committed to enriching the lives of those we serve. At MSU, we aspire
to be the best public regional university in the South.
Visit www.moreheadstate.edu/aspire to learn “much more” about
MSU’s mission, vision and values.

Morehead State University is committed to providing equal educational opportunities to
all persons regardless of race, color, national origin, age, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
disabled veterans, recently separated veterans, other protected veterans, and armed
forces service medal veterans, or disability in its educational programs, services,
activities, employment policies, and admission of students to any program of study. In
this regard the University conforms to all the laws, statutes, and regulations concerning
equal employment opportunities and affirmative action. This includes: Title VI and Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Executive
Orders 11246 and 11375, Equal Pay Act of 1963, Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974, Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, Sections 503 and
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and Kentucky
Revised Statutes 207.130 to 207.240. Vocational educational programs at Morehead State
University supported by federal funds include industrial education, vocational agriculture,
business education, and the associate degree program in nursing. Any inquires should
be addressed to: Affirmative Action Officer, Morehead State University, 301 HowellMcDowell, Morehead, KY 40351, 606-783-2097.
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